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CHAPTER 0
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
§0 .1 I n t r o d u c t i o n .
There  a r e  two w e l l -know n ways o f  g e n e r a l i z i n g  c l a s s i c a l  u n i v e r s a l  
a l g e b r a  to  an a b s t r a c t  c a t e g o r i c a l  s e t t i n g .  The most o b v i o u s  a p p ro a c h  
i s  t o  g e n e r a l i z e  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  o p e r a t i o n .  In  a c a t e g o r y  A w i t h  
p r o d u c t s ,  an " n - a r y  o p e r a t i o n "  on an o b j e c t  A i s  d e f i n e d  to  be a 
morphism from An to  A . I t  i s  e a s y  to  s e e  t h a t  w i t h  t h i s  d e f i n i t i o n  
t h e  c o n c e p t s  o f  " a l g e b r a " ,  "homomorphism" and " v a r i e t y  o f  a l g e b r a s "  
can be d e f i n e d  c a t e g o r i c a l l y .  Th is  i s  t h e  a p p ro a c h  e l a b o r a t e d  by 
Lawvere [16 ]  and L i n t o n  [ 1 8 ] .  A q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  i s  
s u g g e s t e d  by th e  o b s e r v a t i o n  t h a t  t h e  f r e e  a l g e b r a s  o f  a v a r i e t y  c o n t a i n  
a l l  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  v a r i e t y .  I n  t h e  p l a c e  o f  t h e  f r e e  a l g e b r a s  
we have the  c a t e g o r i c a l  n o t i o n  of  a " t r i p l e  i n  A", and E i l e n b e r g  and 
Moore [6 ]  have  shown how t o  use  t h i s  n o t i o n  t o  d e f i n e  " a l g e b r a "  and 
"homomorphism" i n  A .
In  t h i s  t h e s i s  we e x p l o r e  a v a r i a t i o n  of  t h e  second  a p p ro a c h  which  
l e a d s  to  a r a t h e r  d i f f e r e n t  deve lopm en t  of  u n i v e r s a l  a l g e b r a  i n  a 
c a t e g o r y .  I t  i s  p e r h a p s  more s u i t a b l e  t han  t h e  method o f  t r i p l e s  f o r  
s i m u l a t i n g  t h e  c l a s s i c a l  s i t u a t i o n  where t h e  o p e r a t i o n s  a r e  r a n k e d .
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In Chapter I we define and develop simple properties of the concept 
of a "device in a category" and the corresponding "category of algebras 
of a device". We also discuss the relationship between triples and 
devices and between their corresponding algebras. In the second chapter 
we develop some analogues of conventional results in universal algebra 
under various conditions on the category. For example, there is a 
theorem guaranteeing that the functor which forgets the structure of 
the algebras has a left adjoint. Another theorem gives conditions for 
recognizing when a functor is the forgetful functor corresponding to 
some device. This theorem is used to give a version of Birkhoff’s 
Theorem on the subvarieties of a variety.
Each device in a category A has associated with it a functor 
X : I -* A whose domain is a set. We define a category Dev (A,X) 
whose objects are all devices in A with associated functor X , and 
we define a functor U : Dev (A,X) A1 . In Chapter III we prove
under certain conditions on A and X that U is the forgetful 
functor of some device in A^ . This chapter also includes descriptions 
of devices and their algebras in Sets.
The reader needs only a knowledge of elementary category theory, 
and of elementary universal algebra. He need not know about triples 
since they are defined in this chapter, and throughout the thesis no 
appeal is made to theorems about triples.
3§0.2  The l a n g u a g e .
The d i s c u s s i o n s  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s  t a k e  p l a c e  i n  a s e t  t h e o r y  w i t h  
u n i v e r s e s ,  a s  d e s c r i b e d  f o r  example i n  [ 4 ] .  Throughout  the  t h e s i s  we 
c o n s i d e r  two f i x e d  u n i v e r s e s  and w i t h  M^  • The s e t s
i n  a r e  c a l l e d  s m a l l  s e t s ,  and t h e  c a t e g o r y  o f  a l l  s m a l l  s e t s  i s
w r i t t e n  as  S e t s . A c a t e g o r y  d e f i n e d  i n  i s  c a l l e d  an  M ^ -c a te g o r y ,
w h i l e  a c a t e g o r y  A , which  h a s  t h e  p r o p e r t y  t h a t  f o r  each  p a i r  A^,A^ 
o f  o b j e c t s  i n  A t h e  morphisms from A^ t o  A^ form a s m a l l  s e t ,  i s  
c a l l e d  a l o c a l l y - s m a l l  c a t e g o r y .  The c a t e g o r y  o f  a l l  l o c a l l y - s m a l l  
j l ^ - c a t e g o r i e s  i s  w r i t t e n  as C a t , and t h e  c a t e g o r y  o f  a l l  s m a l l  c a t e g o r i e s  
i s  c a l l e d  K i t .
We assume t h a t  t h e  r e a d e r  i s  f a m i l i a r  w i t h  e l e m e n t a r y  c a t e g o r y  
t h e o r y ,  a s  c o n t a i n e d  f o r  example i n  the  e a r l y  c h a p t e r s  o f  [ 2 2 ] ,  [7 ]  
o r  [ 2 6 ] .  I n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e c t i o n s  we s h a l l  i n d i c a t e  o u r  n o t a t i o n s  
and r e c a l l  some w e l l -know n  d e f i n i t i o n s  and r e s u l t s  wh ich  a r e  b a s i c  to  
the  t h e s i s .
§0.3 Some n o t a t i o n .
C a t e g o r i e s  w i l l  u s u a l l y  be d e n o te d  by symbols  Aj B^C^. . .  ; 
o b j e c t s  by A , B , C , . . .  o r  A, B_,C_, . . . ; morphisms by a , 3 , Y > . . .  and 
f , g , h , . . .  ; f u n c t o r s  by F , G , H , U , . . .  ; and n a t u r a l  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  
by p , y , A , . . .  . The c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  morphisms a : A -*■ B and 3 : B -* C
4will be written $a : A -*■ C . If f is a function and a an element 
of its domain, f evaluated at a will be written fa or f(a) .
The set of all A-morphisms from to A ^ \ s  written ACA^A^) . The
set of objects of A we write as obj A , and the opposite category as 
A°P . The category of functors from B^ to A is written A= .
If n is a natural transformation from 0:A-*.B to H r A - ^ ^ ,  
and F : C j- * A , K : B :-*D, then nF : OF -* HF is the natural trans­
formation defined by nF(C) = n(FC) , and Kp : KG -*• KH is the natural
transformation defined by Kp(A) = K(pA) .
A morphism a : A^ -* A^ is a split epimorphism if there exists
a morphism 3 : A^ A^ such that aB = 1 : A ^  A ^  . Dually we have
the notion of split monomorphism.
§0.4 Universal arrows and adjoint functors.
0.4.1 DEFINITIONS Let U : -> A be a functor and A an object
of A . Then a universal arrow from A _t_o U is a pair (a : A ->■ UB,B) 
with B an object of I| , such that for any A-morphism : A - + UB^ ,
there is a unique B-morphism 3 : B ->• B^  such that = U3.a .
We often say in this situation that B is free on A , or that 
a : A -> UB freely generates B .
A universal arrow from U _to A is a pair (B , a : UB -* A) 
such that for any morphism : UB^ -* A there is a unique morphism
53 : -* B i n  B. such t h a t  a.UB = .
0 . 4 . 2  DEFINITION A f u n c t o r  U : B -* A "has  a l e f t  a d j o i n t "  i f  
f o r  e v e ry  A i n  A t h e r e  i s  a u n i v e r s a l  a r row  from A to  U .
I f  U has  a l e f t  a d j o i n t  we can in d e e d  d e f i n e  a f u n c t o r  F : A 
which we c a l l  a l e f t  a d j o i n t  o f  U . F i s  d e t e r m i n e d  up to  n a t u r a l  
e q u i v a l e n c e  and we say  t h a t  U i s  a r i g h t  a d j o i n t  o f  F . F u r t h e r ,  
t h e  p a i r s  F,U so o b t a i n e d  can be c h a r a c t e r i z e d  i n  o t h e r  n i c e  ways.
For example,  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  F and U a r e  two n a t u r a l  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s
n : 1. -* UF and e : FU -* 1 s a t i s f y i n g  eF .Fn = 1 and Ue.qU = 1TT .
For  an a r b i t r a r y  p a i r  o f  f u n c t o r s  F,TT t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  such n a t u r a l  
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  g u a r a n t e e s  t h a t  F i s  a l e f t  a d j o i n t  o f  U . F u r t h e r ,  
a f u n c t o r  F : A -+• jB has  a r i g h t  a d j o i n t  i f  and on ly  i f  to  each  B
i n  IB t h e r e  i s  a u n i v e r s a l  a r r o w  from F to  B .
0 . 4 . 3  DEFINITIONS C o n s i d e r  a f u n c t o r  G : £  -* A , and c o n s i d e r  t h e
C
d i a g o n a l  f u n c t o r  d : ^  A— d e f i n e d  by dA : (y : C^) v'w-v (1 : A -> A
and da(C) = a . We o f t e n  c o n fu s e  such  a c o n s t a n t  f u n c t o r  dA w i t h  
t h e  o b j e c t  A . Now i f  t h e r e  i s  a u n i v e r s a l  a r ro w  (A , A : dA -* G) 
from d to  G , t h e n  we c a l l  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  a r r o w ,  o r  j u s t  t h e  n a t u r a l  
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  A : dA -* G , a l i m i t  of  G . Thus A : dA -> G i s  a 
l i m i t  of  G i f  f o r  e v e ry  n a t u r a l  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  A^  : dA^ -> G t h e r e  
i s  a u n iq u e  morphism a : A^ -* A such t h a t  AC.a = A^C f o r  a l l
6C G £  , A colimit of G is a universal arrow from G to d . A
category A is said to have C-limits if each functor G : ^ A has
Ca limit; that is, if d : A -> A== has a right adjoint. If for all 
small categories £ the category A has £-limits, then A is small 
complete. A functor H : A -* £ is said to preserve limits if when­
ever A : A G is a limit of a functor with codomain A , then HA 
is a limit of HG . The functor H creates limits if for each functor 
G with codomain A and each limit y : B -* HG of HG there exists 
a unique natural transformation A : A G such that HA = y ; and 
moreover A is a limit of G .
We frequently use the following theorem of P. Freyd.
0.4.4 THEOREM Let A,B. be locally small categories where £ is
small complete. Then a functor U : B. -* A has a left adjoint if and 
only if (1) U preserves small limits and (2) for each A in A 
there is a small set of objects in £ such that for any map
a : A UB there is a in , a map 3 : -* B , and a map
: A -* UB^ such that a = Uß.a^ .
Condition (2) is called the solution set condition for U , and
S. is called a solution set for A .A
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§0.5 2-categories.
0.5.1 DEFINITION (Benabou [2]) A 2-category A is a set of elements------
a,3,y,... called 2-cells, equipped with two partial operations;
(1) the weak composition whose effect is denoted a *3 > and (2) the 
strong composition whose effect is denoted a * 3 • The operations 
satisfy the following conditions.
(1) The 2-cells constitute a category with respect to the strong
composition. We will denote this category by A . Its objects are
%
called vertices.
(2) For each pair of vertices A,B the set A(A,B) is a 
category with respect to the weak composition. The objects of this 
category are called arrows. The weak composition is not defined for 
2-cells with different domain or codomain in A .
(3) If S is an arrow of A(A,B) and T is an arrow of 
A(B,C) then T * S is an arrow of A(A,C) .
%  'Xj
(4) (a * 3) * (y * 6) = (a • y) * (3 * <$) if both sides are 
defined.
For other ways of describing 2-categories see [10].
We can write a 2-cell 0 as A 0i B where A and B are
the domain and codomain of 0 in A , and S and T are the domain
and codomain of o in A(A,B) .
8The most familiar 2-category is the following nice structure on 
natural transformations. If r) : F -*■ G : A -* 4 and y : G H are
natural transformations then the weak composition of n and y is 
just yn If v : K -* L : JB £ is a natural transformation then
the strong composition of n and v is v * n = Lq.vF = vG.Kn • The 
2-category of all natural transformations between functors in Cat is 
denoted Cat.
r\jr\jr\j
§0.6 Triples in a category.
0.6.1 DEFINITION (Godement [8]) A triple in a category 4 consists
of three things; a functor T : A ■* 4 > anc^  two natural transformations
2n : 1^  -> T and y : T -► T , which are required to satisfy three axioms; 
namely (1) y.pT = 1 , (2) y.Tn = 1T , and (3) y.Ty = y.yT . We 
denote the triple so defined as T = (T,p,y) .
If we have an adjoint situation as described in 0.4.2 then 
(UF,n,UeF) is a triple in 4 » and i-n fact anY triple may be so 
obtained from an adjoint situation.
0.6.2 DEFINITION (Eilenberg-Moore [6]) Let T = (T,n,y) be a 
triple in 4 • Then a T-algebra is a pair (A,£) with A an object 
of A and £ : TA •> A , satisfying the requirements (1) £.qA = 1^
and (2) £.T£ = 4-pA .
9A T-morphism from (A^,£^)  to  (A2 ^ 2  ^ a morPk^sin a : ^ 2
w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t y  (1) = a * ^  •
T - a l g e b r a s  and T-morphisms w i t h  t h e  obv ious  c o m p o s i t i o n  form a
c a t e g o r y  A^ . The f u n c t o r  which  t a k e s  a : (A^,£^)  -*• to
a : A^ -> A2  i s  w r i t t e n  U^  : i J  -> A .
0 . 6 . 3  DEFINITION A f u n c t o r  U : .B -> A i s  t r i p l e a b l e  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s
a t r i p l e  T i n  A and an i som orph ism  o f  c a t e g o r i e s  K : -* A^ such
t h a t  UTK = U .
The re  i s  a n o t h e r  meaning  o f  t r i p l e a b l e  which  r e a u i r e s  on ly  t h a t  
K be an e q u i v a l e n c e .
0 . 6 . 4  DEFINITION A t r i p l e - m a p  from to  i s  a n a t u r a l
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  X : T^ -* T^ such  t h a t  X.n^ = and X.y^ = * -0
For  some i d e a  o f  t h e  s c o p e  o f  r e c e n t  l i t e r a t u r e  on t r i p l e s  s e e
[ 2 9 ] .
§0 .7  Adequacy .
0 . 7 . 1  DEFINITION A f a m i l y  o f  o b j e c t s  X = (Xi;  i ^ I )  i n  a c a t e g o r y
A i s  c a l l e d  a g e n e r a t i n g  f a m i l y  i f  f o r  any two d i f f e r e n t  maps
a ,  3 : A -* B i n  A t h e r e  i s  an i G  I  and a map y : Xi -> A such  t h a t
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ay =f By .
0.7.2 DEFINITION (Isbell [13]) A generating family X = (Xi; ifl)
is said to be adequate in A  if, for any pair of objects A,B in A ,
and any family of functions (fi; i ^ I) with properties
(1) fi : A(Xi,A) -> A(Xi,B) and (2) for any e : Xi^ -> Xi ,
cp ' Xi -> A it is true that fi(<}>).£ = f i ^ ) , then there exists a map
a : A -* B such that fi(-) = a. (-) (all i G I) .
In [13] the above property is called the left adequacy of the full 
subcategory of A  with objects (Xi; i^l} .
§0.8 The classical notion of variety. (see [4], [9], [30] or [27])
0.8.1 DEFINITIONS To define abstract algebras we need a small set
ft of "formal operations" with a small set aw assigned to each w
in ft called the "arity" of w . (In [4], [9] and [27] aw is always
a finite ordinal, and in [30], an ordinal.) Then an ft-algebra A is
a small set A and to each w in ft an operation w^ : Aaw -* A .
A homomorphism from A to _B is a map A : A -*■ B such that for
all w in ft and all a : aw A we have A.w (a) = w (Aa) .A B
All ft-algebras and all homomorphisms form a category ft-Alg.
There is a clear forgetful functor U : ft-Alg -* Sets which has a
11
l e f t  a d j o i n t  F .
Now an f t- law i n  v a r i a b l e s  X i s  a p a i r  o f  e l e m e n t s  o f  UFX . An 
f t - a l g e b r a  A s a t i s f i e s  t h e  law ( t ^ t ^ )  i f  a t ^  = a t ^  f o r  a l l  
homomorphisms a : FX -> A . Given A , a s e t  o f  f i- laws i n  v a r i a b l e s  
X , t h e n  the  se t  V = 1L(A) o f  a l l  a l g e b r a s  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e s e  laws i s  
c a l l e d  a v a r i e t y . There  i s  an obv ious  c a t e g o r y  Cat(V)  and an obv ious  
f o r g e t f u l  f u n c t o r  U : Cat(V) -* S e t s  which a g a i n  has  a l e f t  a d j o i n t .
0 . 8 . 2  REMARKS I t  has  been  r e c o g n i z e d  t h a t  t h i s  way o f  d e f i n i n g  
v a r i e t i e s  o f  a l g e b r a s  i s  n o t  c o m p l e t e l y  s a t i s f a c t o r y .  F o r  example ,  
w i t h  t h i s  d e f i n i t i o n ,  t h e  v a r i e t y  o f  groups  d e f i n e d  i n  te rms  o f  m u l t i ­
p l i c a t i o n ,  i n v e r s e ,  and i d e n t i t y ,  i s  d i f f e r e n t  f rom t h e  v a r i e t y  o f  
g roups  d e f i n e d  i n  te rms  o f  r i g h t  d i v i s i o n  and i d e n t i t y ,  where  we would 
l i k e  them t o  be t h e  same.  The p a r t i c u l a r  o p e r a t i o n s  used  to  d e f i n e  a 
v a r i e t y  a r e  l e s s  i m p o r t a n t  t h a n  th e  " a b s t r a c t  c l o n e  o f  o p e r a t i o n s "  of  
t h e  v a r i e t y ,  a c o n c e p t  we d e f i n e  i n  t h e  n e x t  p a r a g r a p h .
0 . 8 . 3  DEFINITIONS (P. H a l l ,  s e e  [ 4 ]  p 132) Le t  S be a s e t .  An
a b s t r a c t  S - c lo n e  c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d a t a :  an S - t u p l e  of  s e t s
(A ; s GS) ; s p e c i f i e d  e l e m e n t s  (d ; s . £  s )  i n  A ; and as s^_, s ^ s
f u n c t i o n  which  a s s o c i a t e s  w i t h  each  u : s ,  -* A and e a c h  a in  AI s  s ^
an e le m e n t  d e n o te d  a ( p> i n  A . Us ing  t h i s  l a s t  f u n c t i o n  we cans
d e f i n e  to  any p : s .  ■+ A and any v : s~ -* AI s  2 s a f u n c t i o n
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v<y> : S2 Ag by v < y > ( t )  = (vt)<y> f o r  a l l  t ^ s ^  * Then t h e  d a t a
a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  s a t i s f y  the  f o l l o w i n g  axioms where  oo^A^ and v , y
S2
p ( s 3) .a r e  a s  above .  (1) oo<v)<y> = oo<v<y)> . (2) d „ <y>
S3* 1
A homomorphism from S - c lo n e  A t o  S - c l o n e  A' i s  a f a m i ly  o f
f u n c t i o n s  ( f  : A -* A' ; s ^ S )  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  s s s
(1) f  (a<y>) = ( f  a ) < f  . y> and (2) f  d s s  ^ s s s ^ , s d fs ^ , s
Now from any v a r i e t y  V we can form an a b s t r a c t  M^-c lone  of  
o p e r a t i o n s  as  f o l l o w s .  Le t  U be the  f o r g e t f u l  f u n c t o r  f o r  V , and 
F a l e f t  a d j o i n t  o f  U w i t h  a s s o c i a t e d  n a t u r a l  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  
n : 1 UF . Then t a k e  t h e  f a m i ly  o f  s e t s  to  be (UFX ; X£ M^) ; t a k e  
the  s p e c i f i e d  e l e m e n t s  i n  UFX t o  be (nX(x) ; x £ X )  ; f o r  y : X -*■ UFY 
and w i n  UFX t a k e  w<y> t o  be Ua(w) where a : FX -* FY i s  t h e  
homomorphism d e t e r m i n e d  by Ua.pX = y .
A d i f f e r e n t  l e f t  a d j o i n t  y i e l d s  an i s o m o r p h ic  c lo n e  o f  o p e r a t i o n s .  
The name " c l o n e  o f  o p e r a t i o n s "  a r i s e s  s i n c e  e ach  e le m en t  of  the  
X-component  o f  t h e  c l o n e  i n d u c e s  an X-ary  o p e r a t i o n  on e v e r y  a l g e b r a  of  
the  v a r i e t y .
0 . 8 . 4  REMARKS CONTINUED The o p e r a t i o n s  i n  t h e  c lo n e  o f  o p e r a t i o n s  
o f  V. may be t h o u g h t  o f  as  a l l  t h e  o p e r a t i o n s  " d e r i v e d "  from t h e  
d e f i n i n g  o p e r a t i o n s ,  and i t  i s  our  c o n t e n t i o n  t h a t  two v a r i e t i e s  shou ld  
be c o n s i d e r e d  e s s e n t i a l l y  t h e  same i f  they  have i s o m o r p h ic  c l o n e s  o f  
o p e r a t i o n s .
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Let  us c a l l  f u n c t o r s  U  ^ -* JL and JL s t r i c t l y
i s o m o r p h ic  i f  t h e r e  i s  an i som orph ism  K : -* such  t h a t  l^K = .
For  any S e t s - v a l u e d  f u n c t o r  w i t h  a l e f t  a d j o i n t  we can d e r i v e  an 
M^-clone i n  much the  same way as  d e s c r i b e d  i n  0 . 8 . 3  above .  A f u n c t o r  
s t r i c t l y  i so m o r p h ic  to  U : Cat(YJ ->• S e t s  y i e l d s  a c lo n e  i s o m o r p h ic  
to  t h e  c l o n e  of  V. . Thus we may r e g a r d  any f u n c t o r  s t r i c t l y  i som orph ic  
to  U : Cat (Vj  -*■ S e t s  a s  c o n t a i n i n g  th e  e s s e n t i a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  o f  V .
Th i s  d i s c u s s i o n  i s  c o n t a i n e d  i m p l i c i t l v  i n  L in to n  [ 1 8 ]  i n  te rms  
o f  " t h e o r i e s "  r a t h e r  t h a n  c l o n e s  o f  o p e r a t i o n s .
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CHAPTER I
DEVICES IN A CATEGORY
As we remarked in §0.1, a triple in a category may be regarded 
as an analogue of "the set of all free algebras of a variety".
Then the Eilenberg-Moore construction of the category of algebras of 
a triple amounts to the construction of the variety from its free 
algebras. In this chapter we define a notion, "device in a 
category", which is an abstraction of "a family of free algebras of 
a variety" and hence is a generalization of triple. There is a 
corresponding construction of "the category of algebras of a device" 
which in the special case of triples is equivalent to the construction 
of Eilenberg and Moore.
Also in this chapter we prove some simple properties of devices 
and their algebras. We define "morphisms of devices" and then, in 
the last section, we give an alternative global description of 
devices and their algebras.
The reader who would like to see devices in action in simulating 
conventional universal algebra might well read only the first two 
sections of this chapter before proceeding to Chapter II.
§1.1 Devices and the device construction.
1.1.1 DEFINITION Let A be a category. A device V in A 
consists of the following data:
(1) a family X = (Xi;i e I) of objects of A;
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(2) a family n = (ni ;i e I) of maps of A, where the 
domain of ni is Xi and we write the codomain as Di;
(3) a family A = (A(i^,i^);i^,i e I) of sets A(i^,i^) of
maps of A, where each map in A(in,i_) has domain Di and codomain — 1 Z 1
D12-
The data are required to satisfy the following axioms for all 
i, i1, ± 2 » ±3 in I.
The identity axiom: 1 e A(i,i).
The closure axiom: A(i^,i^).A(i^,i^) £ A(i^,i^).
The universality axiom: for each \i : Xi^ -* Di^ there is a
unique 6 e A(i^,i^) such that 6ani^ = p«
We denote the device defined above by (X,n,A) or just 
(n,A). The set I is called the index set, and X is called the 
object family of V . The special case when I is a set of objects 
of A and Xi = i for all i e I occurs frequently. In this
case we say that V has a set of objects, and we identify I and X.
We say that a device is full if it has a set of objects consisting 
of all the objects of A.
Unless otherwise indicated we adhere to the following convention. 
The device V will always be (n,A) with index set I and object
family X. The map ni will always have codomain Di. If V
is decorated in any way, for example as or V* , then we shall
decorate the various parts of the device in the same way0
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l„lo2 EXAMPLE Let V be a variety of algebras, with 
forgetful functor U. Let (Fi;i z I) be any family of free 
algebras of V with Fi freely generated by set Xi. Write 
the insertions of the free generating sets as ni '• Xi -* UFi.
Then, if we take A(i^,i.J to be the set of homomorphisms from 
Fi^ to Fi^, easy to see that (n,A) is a device in Sets.
More generally, let U : B -> A be a functor and 
S = ((ni,Fi);i el) a family of universal arrows to U„ Then if 
we take A(i-^ ,i^ ) to be UB(Fi^,Fi^), clearly (n,A) is a device. 
From any A-valued functor with a left adjoint we can obtain a 
full device.
1.1.3 DEFINITIONS Let V be a device in A. Then a P-algebra
consists of an object A in A and, to each i in I, a set
$i of morphisms from Di to A, satisfying the following axioms
for all i^ , i^ in I.
The closure axiom: <J>i^.A (i^,i^ ) $1-^ »
The universality axiom: to each y : Xi^ -> A there is a
unique <f> e $i^ such that <f).ni^  = u.
We denote the P-algebra defined above by (A,$)0 The 
object A is called the carrier and $ is called the structure 
of the ^-algebra (A,$).
A ^-morphism from (A^,$^) to (A^,$^) is a morphism 
a : A^ A^ such that a.O^i for all i in I• Then
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P-algebras and P-morphisms form a category A if the composition 
of P-morphisms is defined in the obvious way. There is a forgetful
V Vfunctor U : A A defined by:
VU : (a : (A^S^) ■> (A2>$2)) 'w* (a : A2 + A ^  .
VNotice that if A and I are in Cat then so is A .
The definitions of 1.1.1 and 1.1.3 appear in [31] with 
a slightly different notion of device,
1.1.4 EXAMPLE If V is the device obtained from a family of 
free algebras of variety V as in 1.1.2, then given any algebra 
A of V with underlying set A, we can form a P-algebra with
object A, and with maps $i taken to be the homomorphisms from
Fi to A. A homomorphism from A^ to A2 clearly yields a
P-morphism from (A1 ,*1) to (A2,$2). These observations
describe a functor from VCat(V) to A which is an isomorphism
provided we have taken a suitably large family of free algebras of 
V. A full description of devices and their algebras in the category 
of Sets is given later in Chapter III.
1.1.5 EXAMPLE Suppose X is any family of objects of A. Then
take ni to be 1 and ACi-ji-,) to be A(Xi ,Xi0). This yields Xi i Z — 1 2
a device V which we call the initial device on X0 It is easy to
V Vsee that in this case U : A -* A is an isomorphism.
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1.1.6 EXAMPLE Suppose A has an initial object 0. Then 
if we take X = {0} and n(0) = 0 ->• A, and the maps from A 
to A to be just the identity map, then we have a device which 
can be described by the diagram 0 -> A Q  1, Algebras are 
single morphisms a : A -* A^, and a morphism from a to 
B : A -* A^ is a map y : A^ -* A^ such that y0a = B. In 
other words, the category of algebras is the category of objects 
under A.
1.1,7 EXAMPLES In a category with a terminal object _1 
there is also a very simple way of making a device with a 
single object. For any object A of A the diagram 
A -> 1 ^ T)l describes a device. If A -> 1_ is an epimorphism,
the only possible structure on an object B is the set of all 
maps from 1 to B, and hence the category of algebras may 
be considered, by an abuse of language, to be a full subcategory 
of A. In Kit. if we take A to be the category with two 
objects and a single map between them, then the category of 
algebras is Sets. In the category of abelian groups, if we take 
A to be a cyclic group of order p (prime), then the algebras 
are the groups with no element of order p„ We can enlarge this 
device to get just torsion-free groups in the following way.
Let I = {2,3,5,..0,p,..0} and Xp C (the prime cycle). 
P
Further let np = -> 1 and A(p,q) = {1}.
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This gives us a device with the torsion-free groups as algebras.
In Kit take X to be {A} where A is the category
a
1 Q  A ^ B Q l  with a3
3
G : A -* B where B is
= 1, 3a = le Take
jene rate<k by
the category. 1(J^ A^)i
f\ \_)
3
nA to be
with again
a3 = 1, 3a = 1, and Ga = a, G3 = 3« Then, if the maps 
A(A,A) are taken to be all the endofunctors of A, we have 
a device in Kit whose algebras are the skeletal (small) categories.
1.1.8 EXAMPLE Consider the category P(Y) of all subsets 
of a set Y (with inclusions as morphisms). Any closure 
operator J on Y yields a device with object set the finite 
subsets X = {X^jX^,...} of Y if pX^ is taken to be the 
map X^ -* JX^ and A(X^,X^) to be P(Y)(JX^,JX^). An algebra 
is a subset A such that if X c_ A then JX £  A. Hence if J 
is an algebraic closure operator (see [A] page A5 ) the algebras 
are just the closed subsets. There is a precise correspondence 
between algebraic closure operators on Y and devices in P(Y) 
with object set the finite subsets of Y. Of course, there is a
well-known correspondence between closure operators on Y and 
triples in P(Y)„
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§1.2 Devices and universal arrows»
As we remarked in 1.1.2 any family of universal arrows 
to a functor U : B A gives rise to a device in A just 
as adjoint functors give rise to triples. In this section it is 
shown that all devices arise in this way, again in analogy with the 
triple-adjoint functor situation.
V1.2.1 THEOREM Given device V, then F i = (Di,A(-,i)) 
is a P-algebra where A(-,L)(i^) = A(i^,i). Further if
V(A,$) is any other algebra then the P-morphisms from F i to 
(A,$) are precisely the morphisms in $i„
VPROOF Checking that F i is an algebra, we note that:
(1) A(-,i) (i1).A(i2,i1) = A(i]L,i) .ACi^,^) £  A(i2>i) =
A(-,i)(i2); (2) given any y : Xi^ -> Di there is a
unique 6 in A(i^,i) = A(-,i)(i^) such that ö.ni^ = y.
Each (j) in $i is a P-morphism since
$i.A(-,i)(i-^) = $i0A(i^,i) £  $i. To see that any P-morphism
Va : F i -> (A,$) belongs to $i, note that
a = a„lD_. e a.A(-,i)(i) £  $i.
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The notation F i will be used throughout this thesis 
for the algebra (Di,A(-,i)).
1„2*2 THEOREM Consider device V in A. There is a
Vfamily of universal arrows, indexed by I, to U such that the 
device obtained from these arrows as in 1.1.2 is just V „
PROOF The i-th universal arrow is (ni,F i). It is a
Vuniversal arrow since if (A,$) e A and d is any map from 
Xi to A, then y factors uniquely through ni in $i,
V V Vand $i, by 1.2.1, is U A (F i,(A,$)), To see that the 
device obtained from these arrows is V , note that by 1.2.1
V V , V V KU A (F i,F i1) = A(i,i1).
We shall presently describe universal arrows to a much simpler 
functor which lead to V r
1.2.3 DEFINITION Consider device V in A. The Kleisli 
category of V , which we denote by Ap, is the category 
constructed as follows: the objects of Ap are the ordered pairs 
(i,Di)(i e I); the set of morphisms in Ap from (i,Di) to 
(i^,Di^) is A(i,i^); composition is the same as in A.
That Ap is a category is an obvious consequence of the properties 
of device. (The name comes from the category defined by Kleisli in[15]e)
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There is a functor Up : Ap -* A defined by 
Up : (6 : (i,Di) -* (i^,Di-^)) 'v'v* (6 : Di -> Di^) . We denote 
the object (i,Di) by Fpi.
The definition of device leads immediately to the following 
result o
1.2.4 THEOREM There is a family of universal arrows to 
Up : Ap -* A such that the device obtained as in 1.1.2 from 
these arrows is V.
VThe two functors U and Up have a very special position 
among A-valued functors which have a family of universal 
arrows leading to the device V » Before explaining this
remark we prove a useful lemma.
1.2.5 LEMMA Let V be a device in A and (A,$^), (A,$^)
two P-algebras. If for all i in the index set I of V we
Vhave $.i c $ i, then $ = $ . That is, for maps a in Al ”  z ± z —
Vwe have that U a is an identity in A if and only if a is an 
identity.
PROOF For any <j> e we can find <j> e $^i such that
cf)^,rii = 2 «nio But both <f>^ and $ ^ are in $^i, so the
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uniqueness part of the universality condition for algebras gives us 
that = <f>2 and hence
1,2C6 THEOREM Consider functor U : B -> A and a family of
universal arrows ((rii,Fi);i el) to U with associated
Vdevice V =  (n,A). Then there is a unique functor K : B ->■ A 
V Vsuch that U .K = U and K(Fi)= F i for all i in I.
Further, there is a unique functor K* : Ap -* B such that
U.K’ = Up and K ’(Fpi) = Fi for all i e I.
The situation is summarized in the following diagram
I
where the families Fp,F and F are here regarded as functors.
PROOF (a) Let $i = UB(Fi,B)c Then K is defined by:
K : B 'w* (UB,$), and 
K : (a : B1 -> B2> w »  (Ua : KB -> KB2)S
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Since the universal arrows to U yield V, we must have 
UB(Fi,Fi ) = A(i,i ). Thus (UB,3>) is an algebra, since
(1) $i.A(i1,i) = UB(Fi,B),UB(Fi1,Fi) c UB(Fi ,B) = $i and
(2) any y : Xi -> UB factorizes uniquely through ni in
UB(Fi,B). Similarly Ua : KB^ KB^ is a P-morphism.
That K is a functor is obvious, and K clearly takes Fi 
to (Di, A (-, i)).
Consider another functor K.. : B -* A with1 “ —
u \  = U and K±(Fi)= F^i for all i c I• Then
K B  = (UB,V) for some structure V. Further
V V V VUB (Fi,B) = U K B (Fi,B) c U A (F i,(B,V)) = Vi. 
—  1 —  —
However, we have seen above that (UB,UB(Fi,B)) is a P-algebra,
and hence by Lemma 1.2,5 we have Vi = UB(Fi,B). Thus
V V Vagrees with K on objects. Since U = U K and U is faithful, 
it is clear that also agrees with K on morphisms.
(b) The functor K’ is defined by
K' : (i,Di) Fi
6 6 ?
Fi1
where 6’ is determined by U6’.ni = 6.ni« Clearly K' 
must act in this way to have the desired properties since 
UK’S.ni = Up6.ni = 6.ni. Now U6’ c A(i,i^) since the device 
associated with U is V . Hence U6f = 6 and so Up = U.K’.
§1.3 The enlargement of devices.
1.3.1 DEFINITIONS Given a device V with index set I, and a 
subset 1^ of I, then P|l_^  = (n|l^,A|l^) is a device with 
index set 1^ if n|l^ is defined by n 11-^ (i-^ ) = n(i-^ ) 
and (A 11^ ) (i^jij) = A(i^,i^) for all i^, i| in I . The
device P|l is called the restriction of V to 1^, and 
V is called an enlargement of "P11 to I.
v v ' hThere is an obvious functor U(I_) : A A defined
1  =  =
as follows:
U(I^) : (A,3>) (A,$|l^) and U(I^) : a a,
where $j1^ is a family indexed by 1^ and defined by 
($|l^)(i^) = $i^. Again, that (A,$|l^) is a P|I^-algebra 
is clear, as is the functorial nature of U(I^).
If U(I^) is an isomorphism, then we say that V is an 
inessential enlargement of P|l^. Call two devices equivalent
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if there is a device which is an inessential enlargement of each of
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them. We will see in 1.3.3 that equivalence is indeed an 
equivalence relation.
1.3.2 THEOREM Let V be a device on A with index set I, 
and let S(I) = ((ni,F^i);i e I) be the derived family of 
universal arrows to i P . Suppose I I, and there is a family 
S(I^) of universal arrows to indexed by 1^, which, when
restricted to I, is S(I). Let V ^ be the device associated 
with the family S(I^). Then V ^ is an inessential enlargement 
of V, Further any inessential enlargement of V may be 
obtained in this way.
^1 VPROOF Clearly V^\l = V. We want to show that U = U(I) : A -> A 
is an isomorphism. Notice first that if (n^i^ : X^i^ -> D^i^,Fi^) 
is the universal arrow corresponding to i^ in S (I-^ ) then 
Fi = (D^i^,A^(-,i^) 11) since A^Ci,^) is the set of
Vmorphisms from F i to Fi^.
That U is faithful is clear. To see that U is onto
Vobjects, consider (A,$) in A . Define $ by— i
$^i^ = U^A^CFi^, (A,$)) for all i^ e 1^.
, V1Notice that $^|I =$, so that if (A,$^) e A then
certainly U(A,$^) = (A,3>). But
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Vl'WV = u^ ( F i i,(A,$)).UPAI}(Fi2,Fi:L)
V .Vc U A (Fi2,(A,$)) = $1 i2
Further given any y : Xi^ -> A, the fact that (ni^,Fi^) 
is a universal arrow enables us to factor y uniquely through
ni1 in $1i1.
To see that U is one-to-one on objects, consider
h(AjT.) in A It is sufficient to show for all i. in1 = 1
V VI.. that T1i1 = U A (Fi-,U(A,'l' ) ) . We know that 1 1 1  =  1 1
^li .A^(i,i^) £ T^i. But t i^e morphisms in A^(i,i^)
(i in I) are the structure maps of the P-algebra Fi^ 
from Di, and so V^i consists of P-morphisms from Fi^
v.vto U(A,Tn). That is f.i c U A  (Fi. ,U(A,HO). But as 1 1 1  --- —  1 1 we
V Vhave seen above U A (F(-),U(A,T^)) is a ^-structure for A,
V Vand hence by Lemma 1.2.5 we have that V i = U A (Fi1,U(A,^ )).
V 1 1 1 11 VFinally, to see that U : A -> A is full, consider
a : (A,$>) -> (B,^) in A . We need to show that
V V V Va.U A (Fi^,(A,$)) u A (Fi^, (B,'F)) which is clear.
The second part of the theorem is easy since if V 1 is an
v iinessential enlargement of V then U is strictly isomorphic
Vto U . Hence corresponding to universal arrows to U there
are universal arrows to U which lead to the same device.
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1.3.3 COROLLARY Devices V- and V^ in A are equivalent
V1 V2 *if and only if U and U are strictly isomorphic.
h  V2PROOF If U and U are strictly isomorphic then, as we
remarked at the end of the proof of 1.3.2, a family S
viof universal arrows to U may be carried across via the isomorphism 
to a family of universal arrows to U with the same associated
device as S^. It is clear from this and Theorem 1.3.2 how to 
obtain a device V in A which is a common inessential 
enlargement of V and V
Next we give a theorem that allows us to reduce the object 
family of a device while still retaining an equivalent device.
1.3.4 THEOREM Consider device V. If I c_ I, and to each i 
in I there is an i^ in 1^ and a split epimorphism Xi^ -> Xi, 
then P|l is equivalent to V .
vPROOF To see that U(I^) : A -* A is an isomorphism consider
Plq 1 - ■
(A,$) in A . Then if a is the promised epimorphism from
Xi^ -* Xi (i£l^) for which there is a map 3 with a$ = 1,
and ¥ is defined by 'Pi = $i^.D3 and ¥ 11 = 4> then
(A,¥) is a P-algebra. Further it is the one and only P-algebra
going to (A,$) under U(I^). To see that (A,T) is an algebra
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we first observe that
. A (i, i-^ ) $i1.A(i,i1).Da.Dß £  S i ^ A d  ,i XDß = $ilSDß.
The closure condition follows easily from this. Consider
y : Xi -> A. There exists a 4> in $i^ such that
4>.ni1 = ya. Then 4>.Dß.ni = .^ni-j^ . ß = yaß = y .
Suppose for two maps in $i.^  we have that
<J) .Dß.ni = 4>2*Dß.ni. Then
(f) .Dß.Da.ni^ = <f£.Dß.rii.a = cfj^ .Dß. ni.a = «J .^Dß.Da.nij.
and hence <))-.Dß.Da = <j).,.D3.Dou It follows that
<j£«D3 = <f>^.D3.Da.D3 = (j^.Dß.Da.Dß = cf^ .Dß.
Suppose (A,4*^ ) is another algebra going to (A,$) 
under U(I^). Then certainly $i^„D3 £  T^i. But, as we have 
seen, $i^.D3 is part of a structure for A, and hence 
$i^.Dß = H'^ i. It is easy to see that U(I^) is full, and 
hence is an isomorphism0
1.3.5 COROLLARY Given device V , there is a subset I of
if Xi1 = Xi| then ± ± = i|,I such that for all i^,i| ^1*
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and further V is equivalent to V\l^„
1.3o6 REMARKS Consider device V and a bisection
a : 1^ -> I, If we define by n^ i-^  = tlCai-^ )
and A^ by A^(i^,i|) = A(ai^,aij) then V  ^ so defined is
a device which for most purposes is indistinguishable
from V. Any statement about V can be trivially translated
into one about V. If we are prepared to overlook the
difference between these two devices then Corollary 1.3.5 states
that any device is equivalent to a device with a set of
obj ects.
Not all devices can be enlarged so that their object 
family includes all the objects of the category in which they 
are defined. For example consider the category described by 
the diagram
a
C
a
Then the diagram A -* B ^ T) 1 describes a device with one object 
A, which cannot be enlarged to the object C.
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§1p4 Devices and triples.
As we remarked in §0,6, any triple in a category A 
arises from an adjoint pair of functors; and, as we know, 
any adjoint pair leads to universal arrows from each object 
of A, and hence to a device with object set all the objects 
of Ao Conversely any full device arises from an adjoint 
pair of functors and hence from a triple* This suggests a 
correspondence, which we make precise in the following theorem, 
between triples and full devices in A.
lc4.1 THEOREM Let T = (T,n,y) be a triple in A„ If we
define A(A^,A^) to be {y A^.Ta; a : A^ -> TA^}, then
V = (n,A) is a device with object set all the objects of A. 
Conversely, given such a device V in A we can define a triple 
in A as follows: the functor T is defined by the requirements
(1) TA = DA and (2) if a : A^ -* A^ then Ta e and
Ta.nA^ = nA^.a; the function n of the device V is then a natural 
transformation from 1 to T; y defined by yA e A(DA,A)
2and yA„nTA = lmA is natural from T to T. These two TA
processes, from triples to full devices, and from full devices to 
triples, are inverse to one another.
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PROOF (a) To see that (n»A) (as defined in the first part 
of the statement) is a device, we observe the following facts *
(1) 1TA e A(A,A) since pA,TpA = 1TA. (2) If
6^ e A(A^,A^) and 6^ e A(A^,A^) then 6^ = pA^oTa and 
6^  = yA^aTß for some a,3« Further,
2pA^TB^yA^Ta = pA^.pTA^.T 3.Ta
2= pA^.TpA^oT 3oTa 
= pA^BT(pA^oT3,a) e A(A1,A3>.
(3) Given a : A^ -> TA^ then (pA2oTa) 0pA^ = pA^pTA^a = ae 
Furthermore it is clear that a  determines the map pA^.Ta in
a (a 1,a 2)<
(b) To see that (T,p,p) (as defined in the second part
of the statement of 1.401) is a triple we need to consider the
following facts. (1) T is well defined in view of the defining
properties of device,, It is clear then, by a well known argument,
that T is a functor, and trivially that p : 1 -»■ T is natural,,
2(2) Again p : T T is well defined, by the definition of 
device. Further p is natural since for each a : A^ -+ A^ 
we have
2pA^.T a.pTA^ = pA^pTA^Ta = Ta = Ta.pA^.pTA^,
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2and since both yA^.T a and Ta.yA^ belong to A(TA^,A^) 
we may cancel the nTA^a (3) That yspT = 1 follows 
immediately from the definition of y. (4) Since for each 
A e A we have
yA.TnA»nA = yA,nTA„nA = 1 . nAJ. A
and both yA.TnA and 1 belong to A(A,A), we may cancelJ- ri
nA to obtain y„Tn = 1^ . (5) Finally, since for each object
A in A
2 2 yA„TyA„nT A = yA„nTAeyA = yA = yA.yTA„nT A
2and since both yA.TyA and yA,yTA belong to A(T A,A),
2we may cancel nT A to obtain y.Ty = y.yT.
(c) To see that the two processes described in the theorem 
are inverse, suppose first that (T,n,y) is taken by the first 
process to (n,A) and this device is taken by the second to 
(Tl,r'l*^ l) * not^ce immediately that n^ = n and that T^
on objects is the same as T on objects,, Now T^a for a : A^ -> A^
is the unique map in ACA^A^) satisfying T^cunA^ = nA^.ou 
Further A(A^,A^) = {yA^°T3; 3 : A^ -> TA^}, so
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Ta = pA^.TnA^.Ta = pA^TCnA^.a) e A(A^,A^),
Since Ta.nA^ = nA . a we must have T-^ a = Ta. Finally p^A 
is the unique map in A(TA,A) satisfying p^A„nTA = 1 .
Clearly pA satisfies this equation and further
yAsT 1^TA') = yA e A(TA»A)* So (T1»n1»U1) = (T,n,y)0
Secondly, suppose that the second process takes the device 
(n,A) to the triple (T,n,p) and the first takes this triple to 
(n^,A^). Again, it is clear that = n® Now A^CA-^A^) =
{pA^nTß; $ : A^ -> A^) and pA2®T3 belongs to A(A^,A2). Hence
A^(A-^,A2) £ ACA^jA^). Given 6 e A(A^,A2) there exists a
6^  e A1(A1,A2) such that 6^ .nA-^  = 6.qA^. Since 6^  e A(A^,A2) 
this implies that 6^  = 6, and hence A^(A^,A2) = A(A^,A2).
Thus the two functions are inverse, and we may speak of the 
triple in A corresponding to a full device, and vice versa.
1.4.2 THEOREM If V is the full device in A corresponding
V Tto triple T, then U is strictly isomorphic to U .
T VPROOF We construct a pair of functors L : A -* A and
V T V TL’ : A A such that U L  = U, L’L = 1 and LL* = 1.
The functor L is defined by:
L : (a : (A1#<|>1) + (A2,<J>2)) (a : (A^^) + (A2,$2)),
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where $.A = {4>„Ty; y : A -+ A^} (j = 1,2). The functor 
L ’ is defined by:
L ’ : (a : (A-L,$1) + (A2,$2)) w v »  (a : (A-^t^) -> (A2,4> 2))
where cf>. is determined by
♦j
e $ .A. J J and V nAj A.J (j = 1,2).
To see that L is a functor, we need to check first that if
T V(Ai,4>i) e A , then L(A^ ,<|>^ ) e A . (1) Any
6 £ A(A’,A) is of the form yA.TX for some X : A ' -> TA, and
any ip £ $ A is of the form <t>«TY for some Y : A -> A^. Hence
ip . 6 = cjjoTyoiiA.TX = (J> .liA^ , T^y. TX = cj). T(f>. T^y. TX
and so $^A„A(A',A) c_ $^A’. (2) For any v : A -* A^ we have
<|>.Tv.nA = (J).nA^ 0v = v and clearly <J).Tv is unique in 3>A 
satisfying this equation.
We also need to check that if a : (A^ ,(f>^ ) -> (A2,cf>2) is
T Vin A then a : (A^,^^) -* (A2,$2) is in A „ But notice 
that for any y : A -+ A^ we have a.cfj^ oTy = cj^oTa.Ty, and so 
a. (A) c_ $2(A).
Similarly, to see that L’ is a functor, first consider 
L?(A,i>) = (A,4>). Clearly ^.qA = 1 „ Further cj) 0 T(j). nTA = 
<J).nA.<|> = = <}>c,yA.nTA and we can cancel the morphism nTA to
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complete the proof that (A,<{)) belongs to A . Consider 
a : (A^,$^) -+ (A^j^p in AD, and let L* (a) = 
a : (A^cJjp -> (A^ ,<p^ ). Then
<f>2 »Ta.r|A^ = ^.nA^.a = a = a.^.nA^.
We can cancel the morphism nA^i to see that L’(a) is a 
morphism in A^.
Finally, let (A,^) be the image of (A,cf>) under L’L 
and let (A,$p be the image of (A,$) under LL'. Then (f>
is the unique map in {^.Ty; y : A -+ A} satisfying 
cfj^ .nA = 1^. The map 6 clearly has these properties, so 
(A,<j>p = (A,4>) . Further = (ijj.Ty; y : A^ -> A}
where e $A and . nA = 1, and so 4>^ A^  $A^ . This
is enough to prove that (A,$p = (A,$). Hence L and L’ 
are inverses.
1.4.3 REMARKS It is clear from 1.3.2 and 1.3.6 that a 
device V is equivalent to (the full device corresponding to)
Va triple if and only if U has a left adjoint. In fact, in most
Vinteresting cases U does have a left adjoint, so one might 
suppose that nothing is gained by discussing devices rather than 
triples. However many of the theorems and concepts of this thesis
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are not "preserved under equivalence" since they make essential 
use of properties of the families of objects of the devices 
involved. This might be considered the special advantage of our 
approach.
Notice that (the forgetful functor of) the Kleisli category 
of a full device, as defined in 1.2.3, is strictly isomorphic to 
(the forgetful functor of) the usual Kleisli category, defined in 
[15], of the corresponding triple. One could prove this by 
producing an explicit isomorphism, or by using the two comparison 
theorems, namely our Theorem 1.2.6 and the observation of Huber 
[12]. This second method of proof could have been employed for 
Theorem 1.4.2, using in this case the comparison theorem of [6]» 
but we preferred to give the above explicit verification 
independent of [6].
§1.5 Morphisms of devices.
In this section we defined and discuss morphisms between devices 
with the same object family.
lo5.1 DEFINITIONS Consider devices V = (n^,A^) and 
V 2 = (ru»^)» both with the same index set I and object 
family X. Then a morphism from V  ^ to V is a family of 
maps (Ai; i e I), where Ai : D^i -+ D^i, satisfying for all
i ,i-L e I
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(1) Xi.n^i = n 2 -^» and
(2) Ai1.A1(i,i1) £ A2(i,i_L) .Aio
The category of devices in A with object family X, where 
the composition of morphisms is the obvious one, will be 
denoted by Dev(A, X) « or just Dev(X) or Dev when these 
are unambiguous. Notice that if I is small and A is in Cat 
then Dev(A.X) is in Cat. There is a clear forgetful functor 
U : Dev(A.X) -> A^ defined by
U : (A : (n1,A1) (n2,A2)) (A : D^ -+ D .^ ).
When X is the set of objects of A, we would like to see that 
morphisms correspond to morphisms of triples.
1.5.2 THEOREM If P^,#2 are t i^e devices corresponding to
triples T^,T2, t^ ien A : D^ -> D2 is a morphism from 
V  ^ to P2 if and only if it is a morphism from to T ^ e
PROOF Consider morphism A : -> V Now for any
a : A^ -> A2 in A we have AA2*D^a e A2(A^,A2).AA^; that is 
AA^D^a = 6.AA^ say, and hence
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6 o n =  < S » XA^ . n ^ A^  =  A A ^ . D ^ a . n ^ A ^  =  A A ^ e n ^ A ^ . a  =  r ^ A ^ a
= D ^ a . r ^ A ^ *
I t  im m e d ia te ly  f o l l o w s  t h a t  D^a = 6 ,  and so
AA .^D-^oi = D^ot.AA^e Hence A i s  n a t u r a l  f rom to  T^»
F u r t h e r ,  f o r  any A i n  A we have
y^A.T^AA.AT^A.q^T^A = y^A.T AA.t^ T^A  “ U2A‘ n 2T2A*^A = AAo
Also AA.y^A.n-^T^A = AA. Now t h e r e  e x i s t s  a morphism 6 i n  
A2^T] A,A  ^ such  t h a t  AA.y^A = 6.AT^A. Then
y^A.T^AA.r^TjA = 5 .AT A.n^T^A = 6 . n 2 Tj_A
and so y^A.T^AA. = 6. Hence as  r e q u i r e d
y^A.AT^A.T^AA = y^A.T^AA.AT^A = 6.AT^A = AA„y^A, and so A 
i s  a t r i p l e  morphism from t o  T .
C o n s id e r  morphism A : -> T^.  To s e e  t h a t
AA^ . ( A^ j A^ )  £  (A^jA ^) . AA  ^ f o r  a l l  A^jA^ i n  A,
remember t h a t  A. (A. ,A_) = { y .A - « T .a ;  a : A. -> T.A_}
3 1 2 j  2 j  1 j  2
Then t h e  i n c l u s i o n  f o l l o w s  from
(j  = 1 ,2 )
AA^-y^A^.T^a = y^A^.T^AA^.AT^A^.T^a = y^A^T^AA^T^a.AA^ .
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1,5,3 DEFINITION The category Alg(A.X) has as objects
Vcategories of algebras A together with specified devices V 
where the devices are required to have object family X.
V1 V2A morphism from A to A (where the devices are understood)
Vi V2 V 2
is a functor G : A -* A such that U G = U 0 Such functors
are called algebraic functors.
1,5,4 THEOREM (Alg(A.X))°P = Dev(A,X).
PROOF We define functors from categories to devices, and
in the opposite direction. They are the obvious functions
V Von objects, namely K (A ) = V and K (P) = A , Given an
V £> Z1 2algebraic functor G : A -* A , we form a morphism
K^G = \ : t>2 Vi as follows: to each Xi e X we solve the
diagram
for Xi, a structure map of GF ^i. We check that X so defined
his a morphism of devices. The structure of GF i is
V V V
A (F (-),GF i) $, say, so clearly A^(i^,i).Xi^ £  $i^.
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Further, given any cf> e  4 > i ^ we can solve the outer triangle of
■> D,i
for 6 £ A^(i^,i) and hence, by uniqueness, <}> = 6»Ai^ and
$i^ = A (i^,i).Ai^, Now, since Ai e $i, we have
Ai.A^Ci^i) £ $i^, and so Ai.A^Ci-^,!) £ A^(i^,i) .Ai^.
It is easy to see that is functorial.
To define K on morphisms consider A : V. -+ V ja Then
V2 V1K^A is the functor H : A A defined by
H : (a : (A^^) + (A2#<&2)) (a : (A^,$^A) -> (A2,$2A))S
To check that (A,0A) is a f^-algebra if (A,$) is a 
P^-algebra, note first that
$i.Ai„A^Ci^ji) £ $i.A2(i^,i).Ai^ £  $i^.Ai^.
Further for any y : Xi -* A we can solve for (f) £ $i in the outer 
triangle of
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n2i
* X>Zt
and hence y factors through n^i in $i.Ai. The 
uniqueness is clear.
Finally we shall prove that and are inverse to
each other. On objects this is trivial. Consider
A : V 1 -> V j  and suppose K K X =  X 1 . Then A..i is the structure
1 Z V 1 1 2 1  1 v
map of K2A(F i) satisfying A^i.p^i = n^i. But K^ACF i) =
(D i,A (-,i) . X (-)), and so Ai is such a structure map. Consider
°1 V 2algebraic functor G : A -> A , and suppose K^K^G = ^1'
We only have to check on objects since its action on morphisms
is then determined. Now G..(A,$) = (A,$A) where Ai is in the
hstructure of GF i and Ai.r^i = H-^ i. But an argument similar
to that in the first paragraph of this proof establishes that the 
structure of G(A,$) is $A. Hence G = G^„
Of course this theorem has as a special case the corresponding 
statement for triples given, for example, in [23] p.39.
The next theorem shows that every algebraic functor is the forgetful
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functor associated with some device
V llc5„5 THEOREM Given any algebraic functor G : A -> A ,
V 2 V 2 V 2
there is device V ^  in A with object family F = (F i^; i^ £ I^ ) 
^1 ^2 ^3such that A is isomorphic to (A ) , and G is strictly isomorphic
P3 V 2to U . Conversely, given any device V ^  in A with object
family F , then there exists a device V  ^ in A on such
h °2 V3that U is strictly isomorphic to U U
PROOF Consider the situation in the first part of the statement«
By Theorem 1.5*4 there is a morphism X  : V  -*■ V  correspondingv2z 1
to Go Now we define a device V in A as follows:
V2 V1put n^i : F i -* GF i = Ai for all i in the common index set I
vi viof V  and V 2» and take A^(i,i^) : GF i -* GF i^ to be 
A^(i,i^). To see that V ^  is a device, notice that for any
V 2  V ±  V 2
P^-morphism y : F i GF i^, since GF i^ = (D^i^,A^(-,i^}A (-))
is a D^-algebra, then, by Theorem 1.2„1, the morphism y is 
of the form 6.Ai with 6 in A-^ (i,i-^ ). The uniqueness of 
6 follows by considering the equations
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6„rij,i = ö.Ai.r^i =
and the properties of device V „
1 fl V £>2 3 1The isomorphism L from (A ) to A is then 
defined by
L : ((A,$>) ,40 ,w\>> (A, 40, and
L : a 'war» a •
To justify this definition we first show that if ((A,$0,40 is
in (A ) then (A,4*) is in A . The closure condition
for algebras is clearly satisfied by (A,40= Consider any
y : Xi -+ A. Then there is a <j> e $>i with = y »
and corresponding to the P^-morphism <J> there is a ip e 4'i such
that ijj.Ai = 4>0 Hence there is a ij) in 4'i with
ip.n^i = po The uniqueness of ip is easily checked*
Notice that we have the inclusion $i c 4'i0Ai*
Further, as we have seen in our proof of 1*5*4, Ai is a
P2 V1
V -morphism from F i to GF i and, since 4'i consists of
viP^-morphisms from GF i to (A,$>), we have that 4'i.Ai £  $i and
hence $>i = 4'i.Ai. In the opposite direction it is easy to check
X>1 T>2 Vy
that if (A,40 e A , then ((A,'FA) ,4') e (A )
V V V1 2 3A -> (A ) defined by
Hence L ’ :
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L’ : (A, ¥) m »  ((A,4'X),'0 and
L" : a a
is the inverse functor of L, Clearly GL = U 0
Now consider the situation in the second part of the theorem, 
We define device V with object family X_ in A as follows:
1 P
put n^i2 : X2i2 Dli2^=U °3i2^  eclual to n3i2°n2i2* and put 
A^Ci^ji^) = A^(i^,i^). We need only check the universality
condition« Given y : X2i2 ^1^2* consider the diagram
n2i2 n3i2 ^3X2i2 ------ — > D2i2 --- — ---> U  D^i2
/
/
/  5
2We can find 4> : F i2 -* D^ i!, so t i^at t i^e left-hand triangle 
commutes. Then we can find 6 z A^Ci^ip so that the right- 
hand triangle commutes and hence = h • The uniqueness of
6 is easily checked« Now it is not hard to see that P^ ,t?2, anc* 
are in the same situation here as in the first part of our 
proof, with here taking the place of X„ That is, that
n3 is a morphism from V2 to V , and that V^ here has the
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properties which determined V^ in the earlier section0
Hence we may use the proof of the first part of the theorem to
t>2 Vy
conclude that U „U is strictly isomorphic to U .G = U 
where G is the algebraic functor corresponding to the device 
morphism ri^»
I would not expect the triple-theoretic version of the first 
part of this theorem to be true; namely, that algebraic functors 
between categories of algebras of triples are themselves 
tripleable. There are, of course, theorems in this direction, 
for example in [20], As far as the second part of the theorem
is concerned, it is certainly not true that the product of 
tripleable functors is tripleable.
§lo6 Operations.
We have not made any mention so far of the notion of operation, 
which is, of course, basic to classical universal algebra. In this 
section we introduce a generalized notion of operation which 
corresponds to the usual one in the case of Sets„ We shall see that 
in terms of this notion some of the concepts introduced otherwise 
in this thesis have a more familiar appearance,
1,6„1 DEFINITIONS Let Z be a specified set of objects in 
A, and V a device in A, Then any map w from some object
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to some object Di (i e I) is called a formal 
of V or just an operation of V 0 Then given a 
(A,<t>) = A the operation corresponding to w in A
w : A(Xi,A) A(Z ,A) defined by 
w : 4>w for all £ $1°
A formal operation w with codomain Di is called Xi-ary, 
and we write aw = XiQ The set Z is called the base of the 
operations of V Q
The idea is to keep Z fixed in the category A 0 For example, 
la Sets a to get the usual notion of operation, take Z = {1} where 
1 is some singleton0 Certainly then to each w : 1 Di we 
get a conventional Xi-ary operation w in any algebra A0 
Usually we shall need extra conditions on Z to have behaviour which 
simulates the usual behaviour of operations« We give here two 
examples of the use of operations0
l„6o2 THEOREM Suppose Z is a generating set in A 0 
A map a : A -» B is a P-morphism from (A,$) = A to 
(Bj'O = if and only if, for each i z I, and each Xi-ary
Z in Z
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operation w of V , and each y : Xi A, we have 
ot oW^ (y ) = Wg (ay ) .
PROOF If a is a P-morphism and y = 0 ni (<f> £ $i) then
certainly
otoW (y) = a<j)w = w (a«<|>0ni) = w_(ay)A D  D
since a<f> e Yi0 Conversely, suppose a satisfies this equation 
for all w and all y : aw -* Ae Then, if for any cj> e $i we 
have oucfuni = ip ni (i|> e S/i), it follows that
acfiw = auw^ ((j)trii) = Wg(ao<J>«ni) = ip°w 0
Since this holds for any w, and Z is a generating set, we may 
cancel the w to get ou$i c 'Pi, and hence a is a P-morphismo
lo603 THEOREM Suppose that Z is a generating set in A 
and that V and V^ are devices in A with index set I and 
with common family of objects X0 Then a family of morphisms 
(Ai : D^i -* D^i; i e I) is a morphism of devices if and only if 
for each i, i^ e I, (1) Ai0n^i = n~,i and (2) for each Xi^-ary 
operation w of V and each y : Xi^ -> D^i we have
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AioWp i(u) = (Ai^ow)p i(Aiap),
Vl V2where we have written F i as F^i and F i as F^ i*
PROOF If X is a device morphism and p = 6„n^i^ where 
6 e A^(i^,i), and Xi.,6 = 6’oAi^ for some 6’ c A^Cipi) 
then certainly
XieWp i(p) = Ai« 6aw = 6’ 0Xi^,w = (Ai-^w^
= (Xil0w)F i(Xio6on1i-L) = (Ai1.w)p i(Xi.p)0
Conversely, if X satisfies this equation for all operations
w in V and all appropriate maps p : Xi^ -* D^i, then for any
6 e A,(i-, ,i) we have 1 1
Xio6 uw = XioWF i(60n1i-L) = (Ai-^w^ ^icdon-^)
= (Xi^w)F ± (6 * o n2:L1) = ö ’ o Xi^cW
for some 6* e A^Ci-^i) determined by Aio60n^i^ =
Again, since this holds for all operations w, and Z is a 
generating set, we can cancel the w to obtain 
XioA1(i1,i) c A^ipiJ.Xi^
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§lo7 A global description of devices and algebras,.
Essentially we have described devices and algebras set-theoretically 
and internally in a category A* In this section we give a 
categorical and external description of devices and algebras.
Our field of operation is the 2-category, Cat, although some of 
our discussion applies to an arbitrary 2-category„
1„7„1 DEFINITIONS Let A be a vertex of 2-category A0 Then 
the 2-category of vertices over A, denoted A/A, is defined 
as follows,, Its vertices are arrows with codomain A; if
G-^ : -*■ A and G2 : B2 -> A are two vertices of A, then
arrow (n,H) ; G^ -> G2 is an arrow H : Bi " B2 and a
2~cell n : G1 ^ G2H0 A 2-cell in A/A
'Xj
from
(n1,H1) : G1 ■> G2 to (n2,H2) : G^ ■+ G2 is a 2-cell of A
V
y : -* H2 such that G2y*nl = 2^° If vi :
G^l -* G2 and y2 : (X^ ,K1) + (X2,K2) : G2 " G3 are 2-cells
A/A, then their strong composition is defined to be
U2*U1 : (X1Hl0p1,K1H1) + (X2Hr n2,K2H2) : G± + Gy  If
y„ : (nn,H ) -> (nOJH ) : G, G_ is another 2-cell in A/A then
the weak composition of y^ and y^ is defined to be y^y^ :
-»• (ri^ jH^ ) : G^ G2o We can visualize these 2-cells 
as diagrams
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Strong composition amounts to pasting two of these together 
at a common vertical edge; weak composition amounts to pasting 
together at a common vertical face. (In the definition of A/A, 
we could just as easily have taken the arrows to be things like 
(n,H) : -> G^, where n : G2H -* G^ rather than n : G^, -*■ G^H.
However, we are not interested here in this alternative meaning 
for £/A„)
It is not hard to verify that £/A is a 2-category,
There is a corresponding definition of A/A, the 2-category of 
vertices under A u
Its vertices are arrows with domain A; its arrows from 
G^ : A ->• to G^ : A -* are diagrams like
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A
(Notice the direction of the arrow.) It is clear what the 2-cells 
and compositions must be. (Again there is an alternative meaning 
available for A/A; again we are not interested in this meaning 
here«)
Notice that a "triangle", that is, a diagram of the form
A
can be regarded both as an arrow in A/A and as an arrow in A/B. 
Hence we shall use the non-committal notation (n,G^; G^G^)
for such a triangle. Unless we state otherwise, if and
are triangles, then T ^ T  is the composite under the strong 
operation in A/A where A is the common "apex" of and T^.
The basic notion we need for our global description is the
"initial triangle".
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1-7,2 DEFINITION An initial triangle in a 2-category A 
is a triangle
which when considered as an arrow in A/A is initial in the
%
category A/A(X,U). The vertex I is called the apex of T.
1.7*3 EXAMPLE In Cat if we take I to be a set and
r\AJr\J
U : B -+ A a functor with a family of universal arrows to it, 
indexed by I, namely ((Xi -  --»• UFi,Fi); i e I) , then 
(n,X; F,U) is an initial triangle. Furthermore, any initial 
triangle in Cat, with I being a set, is of this form. We will 
prove this below. This clearly allows us to attach to any 
initial triangle (with I a set) a device V  in A.
PROOF Consider a triangle T constructed as above from
universal arrows. Consider any other arrow
(n’,Ff) : X + U in Cat/A(X,U). Then to nfi : Xi -* UF'i,
by the properties of the universal arrow (pi : Xi -* UFi,Fi),
there is a unique Si : Fi -* F'i such that U£ini = n’i. That
is, there is a unique natural transformation S : F -> F’ such that
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U£„n = n ’• This is precisely the meaning of initial in 
Cat/A(X,U). The other statement in the example is now clear0
W X j =
We next consider initial triangles in which the apex 
I is fixed as arrows in the 2-category l/A„
lc7c4 THEOREM Initial triangles with apex I form a category 
with respect to the strong composition in l/Ac Further, if T-,
%  -A-
and T., are arrows of I/A, and both T.. and T *T.. are2 'Xj 1 2  1
initial triangles, then so is T^-
PROOF If H : I -* A is a vertex of I/A then it is easy to see
that (1 ,H; H,1 ) is an initial triangle. Consider two initialH A
triangles = (n-^G^ and = (n2»G2; G3,H2),
where G^ : I -> A, G^ : I -> B and G^ : I -* C. Then T^*T^
is (H^n2-n^,G^5 G3,H1H2). Let (y,K) : G1 ->■ H1H2
be any arrow in A/A(G1,H1H2). By the fact that T^ is an
initial triangle , there is an £ : C?2 -> H2K such that
Now (£,K) : G, ■> H-. is an arrow in A/B(G-.,H,,) and hence, since 2 2 0 / 2  2
T2 is an initial triangle, there is an V  : G^ -* K such that 
H2# *•n2 = Then
1 *^lr|2*nl = ^1 ^ 2^1 *n2^  *nl = ^i^er|i = P*
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The uniqueness of S' follows from the uniqueness at each stage. 
For the proof of the second statement of the theorem 
consider triangles and as above, but assume only that
and T^*T are initial triangles. Then consider 
(u1,K1) : ** in A/BCG^H^). Clearly
(H.. y-. n, ,Kn ) : G-. -* H H, is in A/A(G, ,H, H.,) and hence, since 
T^*T^ is initial, there exists an £ : G^ -» such that 
H^H nl = that is, such that
( H ^ . n2) • By the uniqueness property of initial
triangle T^ we have B.^£.r\^ = The uniqueness of £ is
clear,
1.7.5 DEFINITIONS Given an arrow G : I ->• A we define a 
category rt(G) as follows. Its objects are initial triangles 
like T^ = (n^,G; H^,K-^). A morphism from T^ to T^ =
(n^jG; H^,K^) is a triangle T = (1,H^; H^,K) such that
T*T^ = T . The composition of morphisms in It^G) is also the 
strong composition in I/A.
In this category we want to consider the notion of "local 
initial object" and the dual notion of "local terminal object". 
By a local initial object in a category A we mean an object A 
such that given any diagram
Aal
B «---  C
3
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there is just one map from A to C0
We say that A has enough local initial (terminal) objects 
if to each B in A there is a map A -* B (B -> A) where A is 
a local initial (terminal) object.
The local terminal objects in rt(G) are called Kleisli 
triangles or KL-triangles and the local initial objects 
are called Eilenberg-Moore triangles or EM-triangles.
137o6 LEMMA If A has enough local initial objects then it 
is a union of disjoint subcategories in such a way that each 
local initial object is initial in the subcategory containing 
it.
PROOF Clear.
1,7.7 THEOREM If we define It(G) in Cat where the domain I 
of G is a set, then there are enough local initial and terminal 
objects. Further, each of the subcategories of I_t(G) described 
in la7„6 consists of all the initial triangles corresponding to 
some device (see 1.7,3).
PROOF First we prove that if T : T^ -* T^ is a morphism in It(G) 
then the device corresponding to T^ is the same as the device 
corresponding to T^. For let T^ = (n,G; H,K) and
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and T = (1 ,H; J,L) where H = H : I -* B and j =H —
J : I -> C. Then T = (n,G,J,KL) and the device corresponding— Z
to is (n,KB(H-,H-)), and that corresponding to
is (n,KLC(J-,J-)). Clearly KLC(Ji,Ji..) c KB(Hi,Hi,) (i,i. e I)
Consider 6 e B(Hi,Hi^). By Theorem 1.7.4 the triangle T is
initial, and so there exists a morphism y : Ji -* Ji^ with
6 = Ly„lTT. = Ly. Hence the two devices are the same*Hi
We next remark that Theorem 1.2.6 states that if V
V Vis a device in A, then the triangle (n,X;F ,U ) is a local 
initial object in .It(X) and (n,X;Fp,Up) is a local terminal 
object. This is easily checked. In fact, Theorem 1.2„6 tells 
us more; since every initial triangle in It^X) has a suitable 
device associated with it, we see that l_t(X) has enough local 
initial and terminal objects.
1.7.8 THEOREM In Cat, Eilenberg-Moore triangles with apex I, 
a set, form a category with respect to the strong composition in 
I/A. Further if T^ and T^*T^ are EM-triangles, then so is 
T2 *
PROOF In view of Theorem 1.7.7 this is just a restatement of
Theorem 1.5.5.
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107„9 DEFINITIONS The category EM(G), where G is the arrow 
G : I -* A in A, has objects the EM-triangles in I_t(G) and 
morphisms from T^ to T^ the triangles T with T*T^ = T^«
The category KL(G) has objects the KL-triangles in It (G). 
and morphisms from T^ = (n^,G; to T^ = (n2 *G; H^K^)
are triangles T = (y,K^; LjK^) such that T*T^ is T^ where 
the composition is the strong composition in A/A.
1.7.10 THEOREM In C^t, if X : I -* A is a functor with 
domain a set, then KL(X) is equivalent to EM(X).
PROOF The full subcategory K of KL(X) with objects being
initial triangles (n,X; F^,Up) is equivalent to KL(X),
and the full subcategory E of EM(X) with objects being
V  V(n,X,F ,U ) is equivalent to EM(X). If we show that K is 
isomorphic to Dev(A,X) and E°^ is isomorphic to Alg(A.X). 
then by Theorem 1.5.4 we will have the required result.
The objects of K and Dev(A.X) are in obvious one-to-one 
correspondence; namely, V  ^= (n^,A^) corresponds to 
Tp = (n,X,Fp ,Up ). Let X be a morphism from V ^  to V
Then we can define a functor H : A,-, -* A^ , as follows:
6 O/V'V» 6’
X 1! FP h2
where Ai^.6 = 6*„Xi. That there is such a S’ follows since 
X is a morphism of devices. That S’ is uniquely determined 
by this equation follows from the observation that
6’.Xi.n^ i = S’.n2i and the properties of devices. It is easy
to check that H is functorial, and that X is a natural
transformation from lU to Up.H. Clearly also H.Fp = Fp
1 2 U 1 2
and AFp . n_ = ny Hence T = (A,Up ; H>uo ) is a morphism1 1 2
in K from Tp to Tp 0 The function defined by 
U1 U2
'W\r> X
2
can be shown to be functorial, and, in fact, an isomorphism from 
Dev(A, X) to K„
The objects of Alg(A.X) and E are in obvious one-to-one
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V V V Vcorrespondence; namely, A corresponds to T = (n,X; F ,U )
£>1 2Consider an algebraic functor G : A -> A . Since 
V 2 V 2 V 2T = (r^jXjF ,U ) is an initial triangle, there is a
v2 v1
(unique) natural transformation 6 : F — *G.F such that
V 2 G P2 °1U S.T]^ = n^. From this we see that T = (6,F ; F ,G)
V 2 V
is a morphism from T to T Again, the function from
Alg(A.X) to E°P defined by:
can be shown to be functorial and an isomorphism.
It is clear now that the use of the notion of Kleisli 
triangle instead of device, and Eilenberg-Moore triangle instead 
of category of algebras, leads to a global and more suggestive 
description of the basic notions of this thesis.
If we remove the restriction in the preceding discussion that 
I be a set, then we do not necessarily have that enough local
initial objects exist.
In the final theorem of this section we give a "structure- 
semantics adjointness" theorem, which is a generalization of a
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theorem of Maranda [25], For a very general discussion of 
structure-semantics adjointness theorems see Linton [21]»
First we need a new category.
lo 7o11 DEFINITION Let G : I -* A be an arrow in A.a-
Then the category ri(G) is defined as follows: 
its objects are initial triangles of the form
T^ = (n1,G; H^,K^), A morphism from T^ to T^ = (r^,G, ,K^ ) 
is a triangle T = (n,H^; H^,K) such that T*T^ = T^.
1,7,12 THEOREM If X : I -> A is a functor in Cat with
=  W 1/
domain a set, then EM(X) is a coreflective subcategory of 
IT(X).
PROOF Clearly EM(X) is a full subcategory of FT (X).
Consider an object T^ of IT^X). By Theorem 1,7.7, there is an 
EM-triangle E^ and a morphism T : E^ - + T^ in Ft (X) .
We will show that this map T is the coreflection of T^.
Suppose T^ : E^ -> T-^  is any morphism in FT(X) with domain 
an EM-triangleo Now again by Theorem 1.7,7, T^ factors as 
T’*E^ where T’ is an It-morphism and E^ is an EM-triangle. 
(By an It-morphism I mean a triangle whose first component is an 
identity natural transformation.) Hence we have the situation
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Now both T : -* and T’ : ■> T^ are morphisms
in rt (X) , and by Theorem 1.7.8, E3*E i-s an EM-triangle. 
Hence there is an isomorphism TM : E^E^ -* E^ in It(X) 
with T*T" = T’. Then TM*E3 : E2 -* E1 is a morphism in 
rr(X) with t*(T"*E ) = T2. That E = T"*E is unique 
with this property follows since any other E’ : E^ E^ 
with T*E’ = T*E is first of all an EM-triangle, by Theorem 
1.7.8, and hence E and E’ are isomorphic, say Ef = T3*E. 
Clearly T^*E*E3 = E^E^, and hence T^  = 1 and E’ = E.
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CHAPTER II
ALGEBRA WITH DEVICES
In this chapter we discuss some notions and results of conventional 
universal algebra in a category A equipped with a device V . In most 
of the chapter we need to impose conditions on A and X ; that is, on 
the functor X : I -* A . We consider algebra in the "basic situation", 
the conditions for which are given in section 1, and algebra in the 
"elaborate situation", which is discussed in section 2. Our main 
adjoint functor theorem is in section 1. In section 3 we develop some 
theorems which help in recognizing when a functor is strictly isomorphic
V V-to U : A -* A for some device V . In the final section of the 
chapter we give a version of a theorem of G. Birkhoff on the 
subvarieties of a variety.
§2.1 Algebra in the basic situation.
2.1.1 REMARK Suppose there is a morphism a : A^ -* A 2 in 4= such 
that there are no morphisms from any objects in X to A^ . Then
Vclearly a : (A^,0p is a morphism in A if 0^ and
are the empty structures (which are of course the only possible 
structures on A^ and ^ 2   ^* -^n other words, in regions of A
inaccessible to X the objects and morphisms are reproduced exactly
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in A . Hence it would seem that the most natural conditions on 
A and X would involve only the region of A that can be reached
Vfrom X . For example, in proving that U has a left adjoint one 
should not need any information about the remote regions of A .
However in this thesis, for the sake of simpler presentation, our 
theorems are stated in terms of stronger, and less natural conditions. 
The first result is true quite generally.
V V2.1.2 THEOREM The functor U : A -* A, creates limits.
V VPROOF Consider a functor L : £ -> A and let A : A -*■ U L be a
Vlimit of U L in A (where A : C. 4, is a constant functor) .
Let be the structure of LC for C in C . Then we form anC =
algebra (A,$) (confusing A with its image) by taking $>i to be
all <J> : Di -* A with XC.tf)G$^i for all C in C_ . Clearly if
(A,$) is a P-algebra then the morphism AC is a P-morphism from
(A,$) to LC . We have that AC. $i. A (i^, i) C $ i.A(i^,i) C $^ ,i^  and
hence $i.A(i^,i) S $i^ . Further, consider a : Xi -> A . For each
CG C there exists a <J)C G $ i such that <f>C.ni = AC.a . Let
6 : (Ac,$^ ) -> (Ac,,$c ,) be the image of a map in C^ under L . Then
6.<J>C.ni = 6. AC. a = AC’.a = 4>Cf . n i • We can cancel the map r\± to
Vshow that <p : Di -* U L is natural, and hence there is a map y : Di -* A 
such that AC.y = 4>C for all CGC . Clearly we have that y£ $i and 
y.ni = ot . The uniqueness of y with this property follows, since if
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y ’.ni = a then AC.y’.pi = AC.a = cf>C.ni and hence AC.y' = 4>C .
To see that A : (A,$) -*■ L is a limit of L , consider any 
p : (B,T) -> L . Then there is a unique x : B - + A such that 
yC = AC. T for all CGC . This morphism x is a P-morphism from 
(B,F) to (A,$) since AC.x.Fi = pC.Ti C $ i and hence x.Ti £ . $i .
Suppose $' is another structure on A such that the maps 
AC (CG£) are P-morphisms. Then $'i C $i (iG I) , and so $ ’ = $ .
We introduce the five axioms for the basic situation (BS) in 
two parts, as we need to develop extra notions to express some of them. 
Those theorems which hold in the basic situation are indicated by 
writing THEOREM (BS). It will be obvious that many of them hold 
under much weaker conditions.
2.1.3 AXIOMS BS (1) A is in Cat , and the index set I of X is 
a small set.
BS(2) A is small complete.
BS(3) For any object A in A there is a small representative
set of monomorphisms with codomain A . That is, if (a^ . : A -* A ; j£J}
is the set of monomorphisms with codomain A , then there is a small
set K C J such that to each j GE J there is a k£ K and an isomorphism
3 : A . -* A. such that a, . 3 = a . .J k k J
2.1.4 DEFINITION Let (a^ : A^ ■ + A ; kG K) be a family of morphisms 
with codomain A . Then let 3 : B -> A be a monomorphism such that
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each a, (k^K) factors through 3 ; that is, there exist maps
K.
Y (kGK) such that a = B.y, . Let {3. : B, -> A ; j e J} be the k k k j j
set of all such monomorphisms 3 . Then the intersection of
{3j ; j^J) (determined up to isomorphism) is written as
U a, : U (A ,ol ) -* A , and is called the union of the family
k £ K k kGK k k
(a^ ; ke K) . In the basic situation the union does exist since we 
can choose a small representative set S of morphisms in (3^ ; j e J } • 
The intersection of S , which is a small limit, is then easily seen
to be the intersection of (3. ; iG J}
J
2.1.5 THEOREM (BS) Consider families of morphisms (3^  : B^. -*• A ; j £ J) 
(Y : Ck -» A ; kGK) . Then
(1) there is a unique morphism q, : B. -* !J (B.,3.) such
J1 3l j G J 3 3
that U 3..q. =3. ; further U q. = 1 ; 
j G j J ]1 3 l je J 3
(2) if to each j e j  there is a k G K  such that 3^  factors
through y, , then there is a unique morphism u : U (B.,3.) U (^»Yi)
k jGJ J J k G K
such that U Yi *u = U 3. ;k £ K k jejJ
(3) if 3 is monic then U3 = 3 •
PROOF (1) 3^ factors through each of the monomorphisms of which
U 3, is the intersection. The second part is also straightforward. 
k G K  k
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(2)
factors , 
(3)
There are fewer monomorphisms through which each of 
than through which each of (ß ; j £ J )  factors. 
Clear.
k e  K)
2.1.6 AXIOMS B S (4) There exists a small cardinal k with the
following property: for any family (a^ : -* A ; k ^ K )  , and for any
morphism ß : Xi -* U (A , a, ) with X i £  X , there is a subset J C_K
k £ K  • k
with j JI < k , and a morphism y : Xi U (A.,a.) , such that ß
jej 3 J
is the composition of y and the canonical morphism
U (A.,a.) -> U (A ,a.) described in 2.1.5. If X has this property 
j G J  J J k G K  R
in A we say that X is ranked, with rank ^ k .
BS (5) For any small family (A^ ; k G K )  of objects in ^  »
consider all unions in A of the form U (A , a, ) . There is a small
k G K
representative set S of such objects. That is, any object of the
form U (A ,a, ) is isomorphic to an object in S , and S is a small 
k G K  k k
set.
It is clear that for many familiar categories A , any functor 
X : I -> A , with I a small set, satisfies the conditions of the basic 
situation. We shall discuss some examples in 2.1.19.
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2.1.7 LEMMA (BS) If the diagrams (j£J)
vj B
0j
- > D
commute, U vj = 1 , and 6 is a monomorphism, then there exists
a X : B -* C such that 6.X = y and X.vj = 3j (j £ J) .
PROOF Form the pullback diagram
Y
The morphism p is monic. For suppose that pr^ = pr^ ; then 
y.pr^ = 6.qr^ (k = 1,2) and, since 6 is mono, qr^ = . Hence
by the universal property of pullback diagrams . All the
morphisms vj factor through p , again by the pullback property, and 
since 1 : B -*■ B is the intersection of a set of morphisms including 
p , there is an r : B -* E such that p.r = 1 . Hence 
6.(qr) = yp.r = y , and so we may take X to be qr .
2.1.8 REMARK In Sets and other familiar categories we have the use­
ful factorization of morphisms into epimorphisms and monomorphisms.
To take the place of this, in the basic situation we have that any map
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a : A B factorizes as A -> U(A,a) -* B where ß is the canonical
map. The map Ua is monic, and the map ß has the property that
Uß = 1 Now Lemma 2.1.7 shows that any factorization of a into a
map whose union is 1 and a monomorphism is essentially isomorphic to
the above factorization. (Such a factorization we call a standard
factorization.) For if the following diagram
ß -^U(A,a)
Ua
-> B
commutes, with Uy = 1^, and 6 monic, the lemma supplies maps 
A : C -* U(A,a) and A* = U(A,a) -*■ C which are clearly inverse, and
Ua. A = 6 , Ay = ß .
Other properties which maps whose union is 1 have in analogy 
with epimorphisms are:
(1) if a,ß have union 1 then so does ßa .
(2) if ßa has union 1 then so does ß .
For a discussion of generalized epimorphisms see [14].
We next prove two useful lemmas.
Y
V
2.1.9 LEMMA Consider a family of maps (a^  : A^ -> A 
ß : A B . Then
j G J) and
U (ßa.) = U(ß. U a.) .
j e j  J j £ j ]
a map
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PROOF Clearly any monomorphism in A through which ß. U a. factors,
J6 J J
has the property that each ßa_. factors through it. Conversely, con­
sider a monomorphism y : C -> B through which each ßa^ . factors;
say y6. = ßa . . Further let a. = U a..e. . Then by Lemma 2.1.7,J J J, j e j 3 J,
there exists a map X : U (A.,a.) -* C such that ß. U a. = y.A .J J j G J
So the monomorphisms through which ß. U a. factors are the mono-
morphisms through which each of ßa_. factors, which yields our 
result.
2.1.10 LEMMA If P-morphism a : (A^,$^) -* (A^,$^) factorizes in
A as yß , where y : (A2 ,$2 ) (A^,^) is a P-morphism and monic in
A , then ß is also a P-morphism.
PROOF Certainly if we have that yßc^Gcj^i • Now there
is a (j) suc^ that cf^ .ni = • Then ycj^ .ni = y ß 4> ^ . n i and
so y4>2 = Y3 •  Since y is monic we deduce that ß.$^i C S^i .
2.1.11 DEFINITION The map a : A -* B generates ß : (C,T) -* (B,0) 
in (B,$>) if ß is the intersection of all P-morphisms which are 
monic in A , with codomain (B,$)>and through which a factors.
We say that a generates (B,$) if it generates 1 : (B,$) -► (B,$)
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N o t i c e  t h a t  i n  t h e  b a s i c  s i t u a t i o n ,  u s i n g  BS(3) we can show, 
much as  we d id  i n  2 . 1 . 4 ,  t h a t  g iv e n  any a : A -> B and any  ^ - a l g e b r a  
(B ,$)  , t h e r e  e x i s t s  a 3 g e n e r a t e d  by a i n  (B,$)  .
I f  a g e n e r a t e s  3 , i t  f o l l o w s ,  s i n c e  p r e s e r v e s  i n t e r s e c t i o n s ,
t h a t  a f a c t o r s  t h ro u g h  3 , say  a = 3y • A s im p le  c o n s eq u e n c e  of  
t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  i s  t h a t  y so d e f i n e d  g e n e r a t e s  (C,T) .
In  t h e  n e x t  t heo rem  we s e e  a n o t h e r  s i m p l e  c onsequence  o f  t h e  
d e f i n i t i o n s .
2 . 1 . 1 2  THEOREM (BS) I f  t h e  d i ag ra m
a
- > ( B ,$ )  
3
Y
( B , $ ) ------------ >  (C,40
commutes and a g e n e r a t e s  (B ,$)  , t h e n  3 = Y
PROOF C o n s i d e r  t h e  e q u a l i z e r £ : (E,T)  -> V(B,3>) i n  A of 3 and
Y • Then e i s  a l s o  an e q u a l i z e r  i n  A , and so a f a c t o r s th ro u g h
e . S ince £ i s  monic and a g e n e r a t e s (B,3>) , t h e r e  i s  a map
f  : B -* E such  t h a t  £ f  = 1 . Hence 3 = 3e f  = y e f  = y  .
2 . 1 . 1 3  CONSTRUCTION (B S ) . Given a map a : A -* (B ,$)  , we d e s c r i b e
a c o n s t r u c t i o n  f o r  t h e  P-morphism g e n e r a t e d  by a . For  e a ch  o r d i n a l
n we d e f i n e  a map a : A -* B a s  f o l l o w s :n n
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(1) a Q = Ua .
(2) If n is a limit ordinal then
a = U an mm<n
(3) The map a ,, is defined n+1 in terms of a as follows,n
Consider all u : Xi -> A for alln i e i , and let cj) be the- map in
$i such that d> .u  pi = a u . Then n V i is the union of all the
p together with an
If t is an infinite cardinal, the successor of a cardinal greater 
than k , write 3 : C -* B for aT
Then if we define T by
Ti = : Di C ; 3^e $i}
we claim that 3 : (C,T) -* (B,$) is the 77-morphism generated by a . 
PROOF First it is clear that
3.4'i1.A(i,i1) £ $i1.A(i,i1) C $i
and so Ti^.A(i,ip C Ti . Consider any y : Xi -* C . We know that
C = U (A ,a ) , and so, by BS(4) , that y is the composition of a
n<x
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map X : Xi -* U (A ,a ) and the canonical map v : U (A ,o l) ■> C ,
k € K  k G K
where K C x and |k | < k . Let m be the set-theoretical union of
K . Clearly m < x .
Now it is easy to prove by induction that factors through
a for any ordinals m 5 n . So if m ^ K  we have that n J
U (A. ,ol ) = A . If m is not in K then clearly it is a limit 
k £ K  k k
ordinal and 
X : Xi -> Am
u (Ak,ak} = UkG K n<m
and v : A C .m
X
,a ) = A . In both cases, n n m
Consider the following diagram:
v
We can find a <f)€$i so that the outer square commutes. The map
3v is by the defining property of the canonical map v .
Therefore by the definition of a , there exists a 6 with a ,.6 =m+1 m+1
Now since 3 = a and m + 1 < x , there exists a y : A . , C with T m+1
3y = a ., . Hence m+1
•
3p = <J>.pi = a . .6.ni m+1 ßy<5 .ni
and since 3 is monic, p = yd.pi • It is clear that ydG^i . The 
uniqueness is guaranteed by 3 being monic. Hence (C,^) is a 
P-algebra and 3 is a P-morphism.
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To see that a generates 3 in (B,$) , consider any other 
P-morphism e : (E,T) (B,$) , which is monic in A and through which
a factors. We wish to show that factors through e for all
ordinals n , and hence that ß factors through e . By 2.1.7, 
factors through e . The union of any set of maps, each of which 
factors through e , also factors through e . Suppose factors
through e , then consider
Xi
ni
-> A -> E
V
B
where eco and the outer square commutes. The map a  ^ is the
union of maps like d> together with au n Now we can find a y in
Ti such that y.qi = tou and hence that ey = 4> That is, cf>
factors through e , and hence so does a ,, .n+1
i : (ci*hNow suppose ß. : (C ,T ) -* (B,$) is generated by a . Then
ß^  factors through ß in A But, by the last paragraph, ß
factors through ß^  in 4= • Since ß and ß^  are monic in A , this
Vis enough to show that they are isomorphic in A , and hence ß is 
generated by a .
2.1.14 THEOREM (BS) For any object A in A there is a small 
representative set of P-algebras generated by maps with domain A .
PROOF We prove this by considering the construction 2.1.13 and using
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BS(1) and BS(5) . We prove that for each small ordinal n , as we vary
the maps a with domain A and the structure on their codomains, there
is a representative set of objects . Then to each A^ = C , since
I is a small set, there is at most a small set of different structures.
Certainly, by BS(5) , our statement is true for A^ . Suppose n is
a small limit ordinal. Since {A ; m£n} is a small set, if wem
suppose that for each m ^ n  there is a small set of possibilities for
A , then, again by BS(5) , there is a small set of possibilities for m
A^ . Finally A^+  ^ is a union of a small set of maps with domains A^ 
and (Di; i^ I) and hence, again by BS(5) , is one of a small set 
of possibilities.
2.1.15 THEOREM Consider two devices P^ and V 2 in = 1 and ^2
respectively, and func tors G : P9 . P 1A z A. 1=^2 = 1 and H : =2 with
Pi P2U G = HU If H has a left adjoint H* and X2 and =2 are in
the basic situation, then G also has a left adjoint.
PROOF Since A^ has small limits, so does A^
C-limit A : A -> L , where A is natural from A : C_ A^
Consider a 
Pn
L : £ + ^ A  1/9 ' I t2 and A is a constant functor. Then HU ZA : HU ZA -> HU ZL
X>2 Piis a limit in A^ . However, HU A = U GA . Hence, as we saw in our
Pidiscussion of limits in 2.1.2, since U GA is a limit, we have that
PiGA is a limit in A^ 1 . That is, G preserves limits.
We only need the solution set condition to use Freyd’s adjoint
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Vifunctor theorem. Consider (A ,$^) in 1 . Then, by 2.1.14, there 
is a small representative set, S , of V^-algebras generated by 
A^-maps with domain H'A^ . We take this set to be the solution set 
corresponding to (A^,$^) . Consider any P^-morphism a : (A^,$^) -> G(A9, 
where (A is a V ^-algebra. If n’ : 1 HH' is the natural
transformation of the adjoint pair, H and H ’ , then a factorizes
in A^ as H 3 . n ’A^ w h ere 3 : CM
t
r*H
< Then in S there is an
a l gebra ( A ^ , ^ )  such that 3 = 32 3 1 w h e r e 32 : ( A ^ , $ p  -> (A2 ,$2 )
is a p 2 _m o r Phism, m o n i c  in ^ 2 . We have the diagram:
a
Now since H has a left adjoint, H $ 2  is monic. Further,
V j V -IH3^ = HU 32 = U G32 • We can apply Lemma 2.1.10 to see that H^.n
is a P^-morphism from (A^,4>^) to GCA^,^) • Hence S is a solution
set.
V2.1.16 COROLLARY (BS) The functor U has a left adjoint.
PROOF In 2.1.15 take A n = A, = A , P_ = V and V. an initial device=2 =1 =  2 1
in A .
In order to obtain another application of Theorem 2.1.15 we need
the following lemma.
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V2.1.17 LEMMA If V is a device in A and U has a left adjoint,
Cand £ is a small category, there is a device V  ^ in A= such that 
there is an isomorphism K : (A=)^ -* (aP)~ . Further U takes
V VL : C -> 4 to U L .
PROOF By Remark 1.4.3 we may consider a triple T = (T,n,p) in A
in the place of device V . Then we can define a triple = (T^,n^,p^)
in A^ as follows: takes L : £ A to TL ; takes
2a : ■> to Ta ; n^(L) : L -> TL = pL ; p^(L) : T L -> TL = pL .
If (L,£) is a T^-algebra, the functor K mentioned above is defined 
at (L,£) by:
K(L,0 : Cx (LC^CCp
ot 4- r\jr\y\i-y 4 Lot
C2 (LC2,CC2) .
If A : (L^,cp is a T^-morphism then KA is defined by
KA(C) = AC .
It is straightforward to show that K is a functor with the 
required properties.
2.1.18 COROLLARY (BS) If C is a small category and A has
VC-colimits, then so does A
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PROOF In 2.1.15 take = A , A = A= and = V . Further take 
V^ to be the device provided by Lemma 2.1.17, and take G and H to 
be the diagonal functors (see §0.4).
VOnce we have proved that U has a left adjoint, we can use 
theorems available for triples; see for example the work of Linton 
[20]. However the results we have just given do not appear to be 
included in those of Linton.
2.1.19 COUNTEREXAMPLE There is a category A in Cat which is
Vsmall complete, and a device V in A , such that U does not have 
a left adjoint.
PROOF Define A as follows. The objects of A are the small ordinals 
together with three other objects denoted , X^ and DX^ . From
A^ to A^ of A , there is at most one morphism; the composition of 
morphisms is forced by this requirement. If m and n are ordinals 
then there is a morphism from m to n if and only if m > n .
Further, from each of X^ , X2  , DX^ to each ordinal, there is a 
morphism. The only other morphisms are identity morphisms, and morphisms
from X to DX^ and X^ to X2  . The device V has a single object
x i *
11XS-/c xx - d x l , and 4(X1>X1) = {1DJ{ } . To each of the follow-
ing objects there is precisely one algebra with that object as underlying 
object: DX^ , m (m an ordinal). These are all the algebras, and the
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morphisms between algebras are precisely the morphisms between the 
underlying objects. It is easy to check that there is no universal
Varrow from to U ; there is no map at all from to DX^ ,
but no corresponding map from m to n .
2.1.20 EXAMPLES We return to some of the concrete examples we gave 
in Chapter I. If X is any small family of objects in Sets. or in 
Cat (Y) for any variety \/ , or in Kit , then we are in the basic
Vsituation. Thus in Example 1.1.4, U has a left adjoint. Further, 
in 1.1.7, the functor which embeds torsion free groups in the category 
of groups has a left adjoint, as do the two functors involving Kit . 
Again, we are in the basic situation for any device in the category 
P(Y) described in 1.1.8. This allows us to see that any device in 
P(Y) amounts to a closure operator on Y (since the axioms for a 
triple in P(Y) are the axioms for a closure operator on Y ).
Finally in this section we give some more properties of the notion 
defined in 2.1.11.
2.1.21 THEOREM (BS) (1) Consider the following diagram:
and for each map X^ -* m there is a map X^ -*■ n where
( B V ) -------- >(B,$)
Y
6
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If this diagram commutes (in A ), 8a generates 8 in (B,$) and
Sc generates <5 in (C,T) , then there is a P-morphism 
Ä : -> (C,,4/') such that Xa = e and 6X = y8 .
(2) Consider map a : A -+ B and P-morphism 8 : (B,$) (C,r) . If
a generates (B,$) and the union of 8 in A is 1, then 8a generates
(c,r) .
(3) Consider maps a : A -> B and 8 ' B -> (C,r) . If 8ot generates
(C,r) then so does 8 •
(4) Consider a : A -* (B,$) , 8 : (B,$) -* (C,^ ) where 8 is a
P-morphism monic in A . Then 8a generates 8 in (C,T) if and
only if a generates (B,$) .
PROOF (1) We consider the construction 2.1.13. For each ordinal
n , let 8 : B -* B and 6 : C -> C be the maps defined for that n n n n
ordinal in 2.1.13, and let 8a = 8 a , 6e = 6 e . Now we want ton n n n
prove that for each n there is a map X : B -* C such that r r n n n
X a = e and 6 X = y8 . Lemma 2.1.7 assures us that this is true n n n n n n
for n = 0 . If n is a limit ordinal then U(y< U 8 ) = U (y8 )m mm<n m<n
= U (6 X ) (by Lemma 2.1.9). Now y U 8 = y8 factors throughm m m nm<n m<n
U(y. U 8 ) and U (6 X ) factors through U 6 =-6 ; so we havem m m  m nm<n m<n m<n
our assertion for n . Now 8 ,, is the union of 8 and all mapsn+1 n
<j> in the structure of (B,$) for which (J).ni factors through 8n •
For such maps <f> , the maps y<j) are structure maps in T such that
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y<f>.r)i factors through 6^ ; the maps ycp go into the construction
of 6 ,, . Hence it is clear that yß ,, factors through 6 ,. . We n+1 n+1 n+1
use Lemma 2.1.10 to see that is a P-morphism.
(2) This is a simple application of (1).
(3) Clear.
(4) Suppose a generates (B,$) , and consider any
y : (D,T) -*■ (C,T) , monic in A , through which ßa factors. Then 
ßa factors through the intersection of ß and y . Consider the 
diagram:
A -------  -  >(B ^ )    -5-(C,Y)
The P-morphism 6 must be an isomorphism since it is monic in A 
and 1 : (B,4>) -* (B,$) factors through it. This means that ß 
factors through y , and it follows that ßa generates ß .
§2.2 Algebra in the elaborate situation.
In this section we shall give some more axioms on X and A , 
which together with the axioms for the basic situation form the
definition of the elaborate situation (ES).
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2.2.1 DEFINITION A map a : A -* B in A is X-surjective if for
any map 8 : Xi •* B (XiG X) there exists a map y : Xi -* A such 
that ay = 8 .
We will see in 2.2.8 that in the elaborate situation a map is 
X-surjective if and only if its union is 1. In the next few theorems 
we develop analogues of conventional results about surjective and 
injective homomorphisms.
2.2.2 AXIOM ES(1) The family X is adequate in A .
2.2.3 THEOREM (ES) Consider P-morphism a : (A^,$^) -> ^ 2 , 2^ ) •
V(1) a is a monomorphism in A if and only if a : A^ -> A 2  is a 
monomorphism in A .
V V(2) a is an F -surjection in A if and only if a : -+ is
an X-surjection in A .
VPROOF (1) Suppose a is a monomorphism in A and that ay = aö 
where y , 6 : B A^ . If y  ^ 6 , there is a morphism e from some
Xi in X to B such that ye 6e . There exist P-morphisms
P<J> , ip : F i -+• (A^,$^) such that 4>.ni = ye and ip.ni = <5e • Then 
a.<J>.ni = a. ip. pi , and hence a<p = aip . However it is clear that 
ip ^ <f> , giving us a contradiction.
(2) If a is X-surjective, then consider any P-morphism
p
8 : F i  . C e r t a i n l y  t h e r e  i s  a map y : Xi -* such t h a t
ay = 8 - n i  . F u r t h e r ,  t h e r e  i s  a <j>£$^i such t h a t  4>. n i  = Y • Then
at}).rii = 8. n i  and we may c a n c e l  t h e  map n i  to  o b t a i n  t h e  r e q u i r e d
P
r e s u l t .  I f  a i s  F - s u r j e c t i v e  and 8 i s  a map from Xi to  A^  ,
Vt h e n  8 = • n i  f o r  some , and t h e r e  i s  a map <f> ’ : F i  -* ( A ^ , $ p
such  t h a t  a4>' = <J> . Hence a<J>'.ni = 8 .
2 . 2 . 4  THEOREM (ES) (1)  X - s u r j e c t i v e  maps a r e  e p i c  i n  4  •
p p
F - s u r j e c t i v e  P-morph ism s  a r e  e p i c  i n  A
(2)  I f  a : A^ -*■ (A2 , $ 2  ^ i s  a  monomorphism i n  ^  , t h e n  t h e r e  i s  a t
most  one s t r u c t u r e  on A^ which  makes a a P-morph ism .
(3) I f  a : ( A ^ , $ p  -* A^ i s  X - s u r j e c t i v e  i n  A , t h e n  t h e r e  i s  a t
most  one s t r u c t u r e  on A^ which  makes a a  P-morphism.
PROOF (1) C o n s i d e r  X - s u r j e c t i v e  map a : A^ -* A^ and map y , 5
such  t h a t  ya = 6a . I f  y 4 6 t h e r e  i s  a map e f rom some Xi i n
X t o  A^ such  t h a t  ye 4 <$£ • But by t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  X - s u r j e c t i v e ,
t h e r e  i s  a map q : Xi -* A^ such  t h a t  aq = e and hence  yaq = ye 4
= 6a q , a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .  S in c e  we have used  o n l y  ES(1)  h e r e ,  t h e
second  p a r t  o f  (1) w i l l  f o l l o w  when we p rove  i n  2 . 2 . 5 ,  w i t h o u t  any
P Pf u r t h e r  a x iom s ,  t h a t  F i s  a d e q u a t e  i n  A
(2)  Suppose i s  a s t r u c t u r e  on A^ which  makes a a P-morph ism .
D e f in e  by ¥ ^ i  = {ip : Di  -* A^ ; otip €E fc^i} • Then c l e a r l y
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C . Given any p : Xi -> we can certainly factor p through
ni in $^i and hence in T^i . Suppose il^ .ni = ^-hi e V ^i) ;
then ouf^ .ni = oa^'bi and hence = aip^ • Since a is monic
ip ^ = ip2 » and so any p : Xi -> A^ factors uniquely through pi in 
T^i . We need only the closure property to see that T^i is a 
structure for and hence by Lemma 1.2.5 that . But
a.'I ^ i. A(i^, i) C «J^ i. A (i^, i) C $^i and hence ^i. A(i^,i) C H^i^ .
Notice from our proof that there exists a suitable structure on 
A^ if and only if to each cjjG^i we have that <f> factors through 
a if and only if cjj.pi factors through a .
(3) Suppose $ 2  i-s a structure on A^ which makes a a P-morphism. 
Define ^  by ^ i  = a.$^i . Clearly ¥^i C $^i • We will prove that 
4* is a structure for A^ and hence, by Lemma 1.2.5, that ^ 2  = ^2 * 
The closure condition is trivial. Consider any p : Xi -> A 2 . Then 
there is a map 3 : Xi -* A^ such that a3 = p . Find 4> in $^i with 
.ni = 3 . Then a<t> in T^i has a<J>.ni = P • The uniqueness part 
of the universality condition follows since ^ 2 — ^2 *
Notice that there exists a suitable structure on A^ if and only 
if the following condition holds: to each cf> ^ , <j>2 e $ ^i , we have that
ot4> ^ = a<j> 2 if and only if a.<j>^ .ni = a^^.ni •
V VWe prove next the promised result that F is adequate in A
V2.2.5 THEOREM If X is adequate in A then F is adequate
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PROOF To s e e  t h a t FP i s  a g e n e r a t i n g Vf a m i l y  i n  A , c o n s i d e r two
d i s t i n c t  P-morphisms a , 3 : (A x x (A ,$ ) . There i s  a map Y
f rom some Xi i n  X to A^ such  t h a t ay  ^  8y . Now y = 4>-ni f o r
some , and so oufj.rii =f= 8<J>.ni • C l e a r l y  t h i s  i m p l i e s  t h a t
ac{) =f 34> .
V VTo see  t h a t  F i s  a d e q u a t e  i n  A , c o n s i d e r  a f a m i ly  o f  f u n c t i o n s
f i  : A^(F^ i  , (A^,<i>^)) -* A ( F ^ i  , (A2 ,$>2) )  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t y  t h a t  f o r
V Ve a c h  6 ^ A ( i p i )  and ea ch  <J) £  A (F i  , ( A ^ ,$ ^ ) )  we have  t h a t  
f i (c j ) ) .6  = f  i   ^( <J)6) . D e f i n e  g i  : A(Xi,A^)  -* A(Xi ,A 2 > by 
g i  : <f>. n i  v w >  fi(4>) . n i  f o r  e a ch  (j)G$^i . I f  p : Xi^ -> Xi , and 
(51 €  A ( i p i )  i s  d e f i n e d  by q i . y  = 6 f . n i  t h e n
g i  (4>. ni)-M = fi(<j>) . n i . y  = f i (4))  .6* . n i 1 = f i 1(4>6, ) . n i - L 
= g i x(<j>. 6 ’ • n i 1) = g i ^ . n i . y )  •
S ince  X i s  a d e q u a t e  i n  A , t h e r e  e x i s t s  a map a  : A^ -* A2 such  
t h a t  g i ( 4 ) . n i )  = a.(}).rii ; t h a t  i s ,  f i ( c j ) ) . r | i  = ot. cf>. n i  • Suppose 
f i ( )  =f a<f> . Then f o r  some i ^  i n  I  t h e r e  i s  a map
: x ^2 ^ i  e  A ( i 2 > i ) ) such t h a t  fi(<|>) f  a c f ^ . r i ^  • But
fi((J)) . ^ . n i 2 = f  ±2 ( M )  • n i 2 = g i 2 (4 . ^ . n i 2 ) = a<j>^.ni2 > a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .  
C l e a r l y  a i s  a P-morph ism  w i t h  t h e  r e q u i r e d  p r o p e r t y .
N o t i c e  t h a t  I s b e l l  i n  [ 13] d i s c u s s e s  t h e  adequacy  o f  f r e e  a l g e b r a s
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i n  a c a t e g o r y  of  a l g e b r a s .  His  r e s u l t  i s  n o t  c o n t a i n e d  i n  2 . 2 . 5 .
2 . 2 . 6  THEOREM (ES) (1) C o n s i d e r  an X - s u r j e c t i o n  a : A -* B and
a map ß : A -* C . Then ß f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h  a i f  and on ly  i f ,  f o r
each  p a i r  o f  maps w i t h  common domain i n  X , we have  t h a t
ap^ = 0 1P2  i m p l i e s  t h a t  ßp^ = ßp^ .
(2)  A map which  i s  X - s u r j e c t i v e  and monic i s  an  i som orph ism .
PROOF (1) C o n s i d e r  t h e  f u n c t i o n  f i  : A(Xi,B)  -* A(Xi ,C) d e f i n e d  by 
f i  : ap v w *  ßp (p : Xi -* A) . T h i s  i s  c l e a r l y  an unambiguous d e f i n ­
i t i o n .  F u r t h e r ,  i f  e : Xi^ -*• Xi , t h e n  f i ^ ( a p e )  = ßpe = f i ( a p ) . e  . 
Hence t h e r e  e x i s t s  a map y : B -> C such  t h a t  yap = ßp f o r  a l l  
p : Xi -* A . S ince  X i s  a g e n e r a t i n g  f a m i l y  we have f u r t h e r  t h a t  
ya = ß .
(2) Le t  a : A -> B be X - s u r j e c t i v e  and monic .  Then a p p ly  (1)  to  
a and 1^ . There  i s  a map a 1 : B -»■ A such  t h a t  a ' a  = 1 , and
h e n c e ,  s i n c e  a i s  e p i c ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  a i s  an i som orph ism .
In  t h e  n e x t  t heo rem  we d e v e lo p  r e s u l t s  a b o u t  f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o f  
maps i n t o  X - s u r j e c t i o n s  and monomorphisms. F i r s t  a n o t h e r  axiom.
2 . 2 . 7  AXIOMS ES(2) Every  map i n  A i s  t h e  c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  an 
X - s u r j e c t i o n  and a monomorphism.
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2.2.8 THEOREM (ES) (1) If a = yß , and ß is X-surjective, and 
Y is monic, then this factorization of a is a standard one (see 
2.1.8), and hence two such factorizations are "isomorphic".
(2) Any P-morphism has an essentially unique factorization into an
VF -surjection and a D-monomorphism.
V V(3) A map in A which is both F -surjective and monic is an 
isomorphism.
PROOF (1) Suppose e6 is a standard factorization of a . Then 
use Lemma 2.1.7 to supply a map A such that yA = e , A6 = ß . Now 
it is clear that if the composition of two maps is X-surjective, then 
so is the second map. Thus A is X-surjective. Further A is monic 
since e is monic, and hence, by 2.2.6 (2), A is an isomorphism.
(2) Consider any P-morphism a : (A^,$^) -* . Factor a into
an X-surjection ß : A^ -* A^ and a monomorphism y : A^ -+ A^ . Define 
$ 3 by $^i = ß.O^i . To see that is a structure for A^ we
need only check the uniqueness part of the universality condition (see 
the proof of 2.2.4 (3)). Suppose ß<j).r|i = ßcjj’.qi (cf) , <(>’£ $  i) .
Then yßcjj.ni = y ß <f>f . n i ; so yßcf) = yßcf)' and hence ßcf> = ßcf> ’ . Clearly 
with this structure on A^ both ß and y are D-morphisms.
V V(3) Clear, since F is adequate in A
Next we give some properties of generation (2.1.11) in the elabor­
ate situation.
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2.2.9 THEOREM (ES) (1) A 77-morphism generates its codomain if and
Vonly if it is an F -surjection.
(2) If a : A -> B is an X-surjection, and 3 : B -* (C,$)
generates (C,$) then ßa generates (C,$) .
V(3) If is a universal arrow to U then generates F^ .
VPROOF (1) If a : (A^,$p -* is F -surjective then Ua = 1
in A , and since Ua is the intersection of more maps than is the 
P-morphism generated by a , clearly Ua factors through this 
17-morphism. Hence a generates ^ 2 ,^2 ) • T^e converse implication 
is also easy.
(2) Using 2.1.7 it is not hard to see that any 17-monomorphism which 
ßa factors through, is factored through by ß .
(3) Consider any 17-morphism a : (A,$) -* F^ , monic in A , which 
n factors through in A ; say n^ = ax . There is a 17-morphism 
ß : F^ -> (A,$) such that ß.n = t . Clearly aß = 1 and hence 
aßa = a . Since a is monic we have also ßa = 1 , and hence a is 
an isomorphism.
Before introducing another axiom of the elaborate situation we
V Vshow that BS(5) and BS(3) hold for F and A when X and A are 
in the elaborate situation.
2.2.10 THEOREM (ES) (1) Consider a family of 17-morphisms
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(a^. : (A^. ,<lO -► (B,T) ; j G J) . The union in A of this family is
the P-morphism generated by U a. in (B,T) .
j e j J
(2) BS(5) holds for F^ and A^ .
(3) BS(3) holds for F^ and A^ .
PROOF (1) Suppose that the union of the family in A is
8 : (C,r) -> (B,T) , that the P-morphism generated by U a. is
jej J
e : (E,A) -► (B,T) , and that a. = ßA. = ev . . Now U a. , beingJ 3 3 j G J J
the intersection of more maps than is ß , factors through ß . Clearly
this implies that the P-mornhism e generated by U a. factors
je J J
Vthrough ß in A But, by Lemma 2.1.10, each a. factors through 
V Ve in A , and hence ß factors through £ in A Since both
Vß and e are monic in A this is sufficient to prove (1).
V(2) Consider a small family ((A.,$>.) ; j^J) of objects of A
VThen if we consider families of maps (a^  ; j GJ) in A where the
domain of a. is (A.,$.) we want to show that there is a small 
3 3 3
Vrepresentative set of unions in A of such families. But by BS(5) 
there is a small representative set of unions in A of such families. 
And to each such union, by Theorem 2.1.14, there is a small represent­
ative set of P-algebras generated by maps with domain that union.
VHowever, as we have just seen in (1), any union in A is generated 
by a union in A , and so our result follows.
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(3) Consider (A,$)£A . Then there is a small representative set
S of monomorphisms in A with codomain A . Since there is at most 
one structure on the domain of each of these making it into a P-morphism, 
we can select a subset of S to be a representative set for 
P-monomorphisms with codomain (A,$) .
Next we give a further axiom of the elaborate situation.
2.2.11 AXIOM ES(3) There exists a small cardinal number k > 2 
which, in addition to having property BS(4), has the following 
property: given any family of maps (a_. ; jS J) where |j| < k ,
the domain of each a belongs to X ,and all of the maps have 
codomain A , then there exists an Xi £ X and a map a : Xi -*■ A
such that each a^. factors through a .
Using this condition and the factorization properties ES(2) and 
2.2.6 (2), we can give a new and simpler construction for the algebra 
generated by a map.
2.2.12 CONSTRUCTION (ES) Consider a map a : A + (B,$) . Consider 
all cp in $i such that <f>.ni factors through a . Let the union 
of all such (p for all iG I be ß : C B , and define T by 
fi = {ip : Di -> C ; e <J>i} . Then 6 : (C,T) -* (B,$) is a P-morphism,
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and is the morphism generated by a in (B,$) .
PROOF That 3 is a P-morphism follows immediately if T is a
structure. From the proof of 2.2.4 (2) we need only consider the
existence part of the universality condition. Consider y : Xi -> C .
Then by BS(4) y is the composition of a map u : Xi -► U (Di.,<j>.)
jG J J J
where |J| < k , and a map v : U (Di ., 4) .) -* C . Further, by
j G J 3 3
ES(3), there is an i^ G I and a map w : Xi^ -> A such that if
<P. -ni. 3 3
= a .v . , then each J v_. (j G J) factors through w . Hence
if aw = (J^ .nij , each <J> factors through , and so U (f> .
j ej J
factors through U(J>^ . Consider the diagram:
y 3
xi ------------------ =► C ------> B
U (Di ., <(>. )
Di —
where ßx = U4>^  and ßxA = <J)^ . Since A is X-surjective, it follows
that the map Xi -* U (Di.,4>.) ->• U (Di-, (f>. ) = Ac for some e : Xi -+ Di
jej J J 1 1  1
The map 6GA (i,i^) makes the left-hand triangle commute. Hence 
xA6.ni = y and ßxA6G$i .
Next, we wish to see that ß : (C,T) -+ (B,$) is the intersection
of all P-monomorphisms through which a factors. First, to see that
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a factors through 3 , factor a into an X-surjection A -* L and a 
monomorphism L -* B , and form the intersection E^-B = E->L-^B 
= E -* C B of L ->■ B and 3 • Now if we can show that E L is 
an X-surjection, then it is an isomorphism and L -* B factors through 
C -> B , and hence so does a . Consider any y : Xi -* L . Then since 
A -* L is an X-surjection, Xi->L = Xi->A-*L for some map Xi A .
Now by the construction of 3 , there is a map Xi -> C such that 
Xi->A-*L-*B = Xi-*C->-B . Hence by the defining property of 
intersections, Xi-*A-*-L = Xi->-L factors through E -* L , and hence 
E -> L is an X-surjection.
Finally, consider any P-monomorphism 3f : (CT,'FT) -* (B,$) which 
a factors through ; say a = 3'b . Then consider (})£ $i such that 
<f>.pi factors through a ; say 4>.ni = ax . Find such that
ip’.pi = bx . Then 3'^'*ni = ax = cj).r)i , and so (f) factors through
V3f . Hence 3 factors through 3' (in A by Lemma 2.1.10) and 
this is enough to ensure our result.
Next we prove two useful lemmas.
2.2.13 LEMMA (ES) Suppose the map a : A -* (B,$) generates (B,$) .
Then any map y : Xi (B,$) (i^I) factors through some structure
map <f> ^ : Di^ -> B which has the property that <f>^ .ni^  factors
through a .
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PROOF Considering the construction 2.2.12 and BS(4) we see that y
factors into a map u : Xi -* U (Di.,<fO with |j| < k , and a map
jG J J J
v : U (Di.,<J>.) -> B . The maps <£ . are-in $i . and have thepro-j e j J J 3 3
perty that 4> .rjij factors through a : A -> B . As in the proof of
2.2.12, there is a <J>^ : Di^ -> B such that <|>^ .ni^  factors through
a , and U cf> . factors through Ut}). . Consider the diagram:
je J J
X-surj've
Clearly y factors through <J> , and we have our result.
2.2.14 LEMMA (ES) Consider maps a : A -> B and 6 : A -* C where
a is an X-surj ection., Then ß factors through a if and only if
for each map y with domain in X and codomain A we have that ßy
factors through ay .
PROOF By 2.2.6 we need only show that if y^,y2 * ^i A and
ay^ = ay2 then ßyj_ = ßu2 . By ES(3) there is a map y with domain
in X such that yl = yel and y2 = ye2 for some e i > e 2 . But by
our assumption ßy = yay for some y . Hence
ßy, = ßye  ^ = yaye^ = yay1 = yay2 = yaye2 = ßys2 = ßy2 .
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Next in this section we introduce an axiom which enables us to 
mimic the classical theory of congruences. First we need two definitions.
2.2.15 DEFINITION A family of maps (aj ; j GJ) with common codomain 
A is called a codiscriminating family for A if, for each
pair of maps 3 ^  Y with domain A , there is a j £ J  such that 
3.aj + y.aj .
I learnt of this notion from B.H. Neumann [27].
2.2.16 DEFINITION (ES) An X-congruence on A is a family
R = (Ri ; i£I) of equivalence relations, where Ri is a relation on 
A (Xi , A) , which has the following additional proper ties .(l) If y 
is any map in A (Xi ,Xi) and a , 3 are in A (Xi,A) then Ri (a,3) 
implies that Ri^ (ay,3y) .
(2) If (aj : Xi^ -> Xi ; j £ J) is a discriminating family for Xi , 
and 3,Y : Xi -* A , then Ri^ . (ß.aj , y.aj) for all j in J implies 
Ri (3 ,y) .
Corresponding to each map y : A -*■ B there is an obvious X-congru­
ence R^ on A defined by: R^i (a,3) if and only if ya = y3 .
2.2.17 AXIOM ES(4) To each X-congruence R on A there is an 
X-surjection y with domain A with the property that Ri (a,3) if
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and o n l y  i f  ya = y$ t h a t  i s ,  R = R
Y
2 . 2 . 1 8  THEOREM (ES) The axiom ES(4) V Vh o l d s  f o r  F and A
V DPROOF C o n s i d e r  an F - c o n g r u e n c e  on (A,$)  i n  A . D e f in e  f o r
each  i  i n  I  a r e l a t i o n  R^ i  on A (Xi,A) by: R2 ( 0 ^ . n i »4>2 ' 
i f  and on ly  i f  R^ (<{)^ , <{>2 £  $ i )  • C o n s i d e r  p : Xi^ -> Xi .
I f  ö . n i ^  = n i . p  ( ö ^ A  ( i  , i ) )  t h e n  c f ^ .n i . p  = <J>^.6.ni^ and
V
(J) 2  - n i  • M =• <t>2 ' nijL • S in c e  R^ i s  an F - c o n g r u e n c e  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t :  
R2i  (cp1 . ni,4>2 . n i )  =* Rj^i (4>1,4>2 ) =* R \ ± i  (4)16,4>26)
^  R2 i l C9>L. n i .  M,4>2*n i * M) *
Given a c o d i s c r i m i n a t i n g  f a m i l y  ( a j  : X i . -> Xi ; j G  J )  f o r  Xi i n
v v 3A , i f  we d e f i n e  6j : F i  -> F i  by 6 j .n i^ .  = n i * a j  , t h en  i t  i s
, V
ea sy  t o  see  t h a t  (6j  ; j  G J )  i s  a c o d i s c r i m i n a t i n g  f a m i l y  f o r  F i
Vi n  A . Hence R2^j  ($  ^. n i  . a  j  , <J>2 . n i  • a j  ) f o r  a l l  j  G J  i m p l i e s  
R2^j  • n i j  » ^ 2 * 6j * h i j  ) f ° r  a j e  J  , wh ich  i m p l i e s
R ^ i j  (c|>1 .6 j  ,4>2 .6 j  ) f o r  a l l  j S  J  , and hence  R^i  (cp 1 , 4> 2 ) .
Thus R2 i s  an X -congruence  and t h e r e  i s  an X - s u r j e c t i o n  y : A ■> B
such  t h a t R2i  ( c p  1 . n i ,  <p2 -  n i ) i f  and on ly i f  ycf^.ni = y c p2 .  n i  .
Suppose Y ^ . n i  = y < p  . n i  b u t Y 0 1 +  Y<\>2 * Then f o r some i 2 e  I t h e r e
i s  a map 6 2 . n i 2  ( 6 2 e  a  ( i 2 , i ) )  such  t h a t
Y<^  1 (S2 * n i 2 ^  y4>2 5 2*n i 2 * But
R l i 2 (^1^2 ’ ^2^2^ * and s0 R2d2 ( 9 ^ 2  * n i 2 ’ ^2^2 * n i 2^ * a c o n t r a d i c t i o n •
Hence R^i ( cp ,^ cf»2 ) i f  and on ly  i f  y<p^  = ytp2 . F u r t h e r  y can be
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made into a P-morphism by defining a structure ¥ on B as follows:
Ti = y.$i . The only thing we need to check is that if ycf^.ni = y 2  - n i 
(0 ^ , $ 2  e $i) then y4>^  = ycp^  , and we have already proved this.
2.2.19 DEFINITION Consider an object A in A and a family
R = (R^. ; j 6 J) of families of binary relations indexed by I where
R,i is a relation on A (Xi,A) . The intersection H R .  of the 
J jej 3
families is defined by ( fl R.) i (a,3) if and only if R.i (a,3)
j e j  J 3
for all j in J . If R^nR^ = R^ then we write R^ 5 R^ . This 
establishes a partial ordering on such families of binary relations.
2.2.20 THEOREM The intersection of any family of X-congruences on 
A is an X-congruence. Thus, given any family R = (Ri ; i£ I) of 
binary relations, where Ri is a relation on A (Xi,A) , there is a 
least X-congruence R' with R' > R .
PROOF Easy.
2.2.21 THEOREM The axiom ES (2) is implied by ES(1) together 
with ES(4).
PROOF Consider any map a : A -* B . By ES(4) there is an X-surjection
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3 w i t h  R = R . By 2 . 2 .
p cx
6 (1) a  f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h 3 , s ay  a  = y 3
Suppose  ys^  = y£ 2 * ^  e 1 + £ 2 t h e r e  i s  a map v
w i t h dom ain  i n
X s u c h  t h a t  f  e ^v  . S i n c e 3 i s  X - s u r j e c t i v e t h e r e e x i s t  maps
U p p 2 s u c h  t h a t  = 3 m^ and ^ 2 °  = 3 u 2 * Then s i n c e Rn = R we3 a
mus t  h a v e  ye^v  = y3 p ^  = an 1 T 2 = y 3 p2 = Y£ 2V * a n d  S° Y£1 + Y£ 2 »
a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .  Hence y i s  a monomorphism.
The f i n a l  r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  s e c t i o n  i s  t h a t  F an d  A a r e  i n  t h e  
e l a b o r a t e  s i t u a t i o n  i f  X and ^  a r e .  F i r s t  we g i v e  t h e  f i n a l  ax iom 
o f  t h e  e l a b o r a t e  s i t u a t i o n .
2 . 2 . 2 2  AXIOM ES(5 )  T h e r e  i s  a  s e t  J  w i t h  I  C J  , and a f a m i l y  
Y = (Yj ; j e J )  o f  o b j e c t s  o f  A w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p e r t i e s :
YI I  = X ; a n y  c o m p o s i t i o n  Xi  -* Yj -* A f a c t o r s  a s  Xi -*■ Yj -* Xi^ -+ A
f o r  some i^£= I  , t h e  s e c o n d  map b e i n g  X - s u r j e c t i v e ; f o r  e a c h  A
i n  4  t h e r e  i s  an  X - s u r  j e c t i o n  Yj -* A f o r  some j  £  J  . We c a l l  s u c h
a f a m i l y  Y a n  e x t e n s i o n  o f  X .
2 . 2 . 23 THEOREM ( E S ) . ( 1 )  r  an d VA s a t i s f y  E S(3 )
(2 ) FP and AV s a t i s f y B S ( 4 ) .
(3) FP and AP s a t i s f y E S ( 5 ) .
(4 ) FP and AP a r e  i n t h e  e l a b o r a t e s i t u a t i o n .
PROOF (1)  C o n s i d e r  a f a m i l y  o f  P - m o r p h i s m s
p
F i .  -► 
J
(A ,* ) j ^  J )
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with IJI < < . Then ; j GJ) is a family of morphisms in A
whose domains are in X . Hence there is a map a : Xi -* A for some
i GI such that each <t>..rii. factors through a ; say (b..ni, = a.8.
J J J J 1
Let 6..ni. = ni*8. (6 . £ A (i.,i)) . Then if 4>. n iJ J 3 3 3
have = as we re9uire*
(<J>£ $i) we
(2) Consider a family of P-morphisms (a^  ; j GJ) , with common 
codomain (B,T) , and let the domain of a be (A_,,$_.) . Write
VU ((A ,$.) , a.) = (A,3>) . Then, consider a map 8 : F i -+ (A,$) 
j e J 3 3  3
for some i ^ I  . We know that there is a map y : U (A.,a,) -»• A
j s J J J
which generates (A,$) (see 2.2.10). Hence by Lemma 2.2.13, for some 
i^G I there is a map 4> in $i^ such that B.ni factors through
<f> , say (J)6 = 8 .ni , and further cf>.r|i^ factors through y , say
Y . M = 4> • ni 1 * Consider the diagram
kG K j E J J
The bottom edge is the factorization of g provided by BS(4). The
ycomposite U A -* U A. -* (A,$) ■+ (B,T) generates the union in 
k G K  j G J  J 
VA of (a^ ; kGK) , which factors through (A,$) . We may cancel the 
monomorphism (A,3>) -* (B,T) to see that the lower right-hand region
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commutes. Then we solve for structure map in the lower left square,
and then for the structure map in the upper left square. Since the
lower region commutes, the composite
F i . -----+ U (A ,$ ) + (A,$)
ke k
must be 0 . Hence it follows that the upper right triangle commutes, 
as desired.
(3) Suppose Y = (Y. ; j£ J) is an extension of X . Then we
Vwill show that G = (G. ; j €=J) is an extension of F if there is
Va universal arrow of the form (q : Y -* U G^,Gj) for each j £ J  . 
Certainly by Corollary 2.1.16 such universal arrows exist, and so there
Vis an extension G of F Consider a pair of P-morphisms
VF i-> G_. -*• (A,$) , and the diagram:
The left-hand portion of the diagram is supplied from the map
VXi -* F i +  Gj by Lemma 2.2.13 and the fact that Y_. -> G^ generates 
G^  (see Theorem 2.2.9 (3)). By the property of extensions 
Xi^ -> Y_. -> Gj -> (A,4>) factors as Xi^ -* Y_. X ^  (A,$) . Solve 
for P-morphisms in regions (1) and (2). It is easy to see by 2.1.20
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V Vand 2.2.9 that Gj -* F is F -surjective. Finally it is clear that
V V V VF i + G -* (A,$) = F i -► F ix - G - F ±2 + (A,$) .
2.2.24 REMARK If we take X to be any small family of sets where
the least cardinal greater than the cardinalities of the sets in X 
is an infinite regular cardinal, then X and Sets satisfy the axioms 
for the elaborate situation. Theorem 2.2.23 provides further examples 
of the elaborate situation.
Suppose X and A are in the elaborate situation and A^ has 
an initial object which is in X . If n is a small set and we define 
a family Y = (Y ; j G in) of objects in An by (m) = X(jm)
(m£ n) , then Y and An are in the elaborate situation.
§2.3 Recognition Theorems.
In this section we develop conditions for recognizing when a
Vfunctor U : ji -* A is strictly isomorphic to a functor U for some
device V in A . Of course, in the triple case there are several
theorems of this type; notably Beck’s theorem (for which the standard
reference seems to be [ 1 ] but which is more easily found in [23]) and
some theorems of Linton [19]. Other conditions occur in [5 J and [28].
VOur main interest is in recognizing functors isomorphic to U where 
the object family of V is small. First however we obtain some quite
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general theorems.
2.3.1 DEFINITION Consider a functor U : 13 -> A and a family Y
of objects in j| . We say that 13 is saturated with respect to Y 
and U if the following condition holds. Consider any a : -*
and any B^, B2 in JB with UB^ = A^ and UB^ =1 A2 '. If for all
0 : Y. B.J 1 in B. with Y^  € Y there exists a 3’ : Y. -> B9 3 2 in B
such that a• UB = Uß' , then there is a 3" : B^ * B2 in B such that
a = U0" .
2.3.2 THEOREM Consider a functor U : II -* A and families of objects 
X in A and F in ^  both indexed by I . Then if there are
universal arrows (ni : Xi -* UFi , Fi) for each i£ I , and if U is
faithful, and if II is saturated with respect to F and U , then
V ~is equivalent to a full subcategory of A for some device V with
object family X (and U corresponds under the equivalence to the
Vforgetful functor U restricted to this subcategory).
PROOF The basic tool in all these recognition theorems is the first
part of the comparison theorem 1.2.6. From now on K will always
V Vmean the canonical functor J3 -* A with the properties (1) U .K = U
Vand (2) KF = F . The device V is that corresponding to the universal 
arrows (ni,Fi) . To prove our theorem we need only show that, under 
the given conditions, K is full and its image is a subcategory of A .
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To se e  that the image o f  K i s  a c a te g o r y  we on ly  need to show th a t
i f : B 1 B2 and ß 2 : B  ^ -> B^  are  in  JB , and KB^  = KB^  then
th e r e  e x i s t s  a ß : B
1 *  B4
in  JB such th a t  Uß = Uß^.Uß^ . I f
k b 2 = KB^  then UB ( F i ,B 2 ) = UB (F i ,B 3 ) for  a l l  ± e  I . Consider
4> : F i  ->■ and the  cor responding <J>f : F i  -+ which has U<f>’ = U^> . 
Then Uß2 .U(J) = Uß^UfJ)' = U C ß ^ 1) . Hence th e re  e x i s t s  a ß^ , : B^  B^
such t h a t  Uß  ^ = Uß  ^ and so uCß’ ß ^  = Uß’ .uß 1 = Uß'2-Uß, *
To s e e  th a t K i s  f u l l , c o n s id er  any a : KB1 V-y KB2 i n  A
I f  <f»L : F i  B in JB then VU<j> : F i  ->• KB1 in A V ,A , and so
a .U4>1 : F^i  -> KB . V2 m  4  . That i s ,  in  A , a .U(t>1 : Di  -> UB2 .
u n i v e r s a l i t y  o f  the arrow ( n i , F i )  th e re  i s  a morphism <(>2 : F i  B2
such th a t  Ut}>2 . ni = a.U<J>^.rii • But U<#> 2 can be con s id ered  a morphism
V V Vfrom F i  to KB^  in  A . Then by th e  u n i v e r s a l i t y  o f  ( q i ,F  i )
t h i s  l a s t  e q u a t io n  means th a t  U<j>2 11 e a -©- I—* Hence by th e  f a c t
JB i s  sa tu ra te d  w ith  r e s p e c t  to F and u , th e re e x i s t s  a map
ß : B^  -y B2 such th a t  Uß = a in 4  • Thus Kß = a in  A? .
2 . 3 . 3  DEFINITION Consider a fu n c to r  U : B. -* A and a fa m ily  S
o f  u n iv e r s a l  arrows ( ( n i  : Xi U F i, F i)  ; i€E I)  . Then a U ,S - s u i t a b le
X - s u r je c t io n  i s  an X - s u r j e c t io n  a : UB -* A (BGB , AGA)  in  A
w ith  the property  th a t  to  each <J>^ ,<|)2 : F i  -* B we have th a t  a.U<J>^  = ot-U<f>2
i f  and on ly  i f  a.U<j)^.ni = a . U c ^ . n i  •
T h is  d e f i n i t i o n  i s  m otiva ted  by th e  p ro o f  o f  2 . 2 . 4  ( 3 ) .
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2.3.4 THEOREM Consider a functor U : Jl -* A and a family X of 
objects of A indexed by I . Suppose that for each A in A there 
is an i£ 1 with an X-surjection from Xi to A . Then U is strictly
Visomorphic to U for some device V with object family X if and 
only if the following conditions hold.
(1) There is a family S of universal arrows to U , namely 
S = ((ni : Xi -» UFi,Fi) ; ifl) . The family F = (Fi ; ifl) is 
required to have the following additional properties.
(2) U is faithful, and 13 is saturated with respect to F and
U .
(3) Consider any BSB and any U,S-suitable X-surjection
a : UB -* A . Then there exists a unique map 3 ' B -> in B^ such 
that U3 = a .
PROOF The device V is that associated with the family of universal 
arrows. In the light of Theorem 2.3.2 we need only show that any object
Vin A is the image of an object under K , and that K is one-one on
Vobjects. Consider (A,$)£ A . Let a : Xi -* A be an X-surjection 
assured by the conditions of the theorem. Then <f> : Di -* A in $i is
Van X-surjection if <J>.ni = a , and hence <J> : F i -* (A,$) is an
VF -surjection. Consider maps : ^ 1  ^or some 1 •
If 4>p^  = (£>^2 then <j>6j = 4)62 where 6^,62^ A  (i^i) and
6^.ni^ = = m2 * Thus there exists a morphism 3 : Fi -> B
Vin JB such that U3 = (J> . Further K3 = 4> • F i -* (A,'!') for some
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s t r u c t u r e  T . But we have s e en  i n  Theorem 2 .2  A  (3) t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a t  
most  one s t r u c t u r e  on A making <p a P-morphism .  Hence KB = (A,$)  .
Suppose B^ i s  a n o t h e r  o b j e c t  of  w i t h  KB^ = (A,$)  . Then
s i n c e  K i s  f u l l ,  t h e r e  i s  a map y : B -* B^ such  t h a t  Ky = 1 .
T h i s  g i v e s  us  a n o t h e r  map yß : F i  -> B^ i n  ^  which  goes t o  <J> : Di A 
under  U , a c o n t r a d i c t i o n  i f  B ^ B .
N o t i c e  t h a t  even  t h i s  s im p le  t heo rem  i s  q u i t e  h e l p f u l  f o r  p r o v i n g  
t h a t  f u n c t o r s  a r e  t r i p l e a b l e .  For  example ,  i t  i s  n o t  h a r d  t o  check  t h e  
c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h i s  t heo rem  when U i s  t h e  f o r g e t f u l  f u n c t o r  f rom compact 
H a u s d o r f f  s p a c e s  t o  S e t s  and X i s  a l l  s e t s .  We n e x t  p ro v e  a r e c o g n i t i o n  
theo rem  f o r  t h e  e l a b o r a t e  s i t u a t i o n .  But  f i r s t ,  a d e f i n i t i o n .
2 . 3 . 5  DEFINITION C o n s i d e r  a f u n c t o r  U : B^ -> A and a f a m i ly  of  
u n i v e r s a l  a r ro w s  S = ( ( p i  '• Xi ->• U F i , F i )  ; ±E  I) . Then a U , S - s u i t a b l e  
monomorphism i s  a monomorphism i n  A , a : A UB ( A ^ A  , B ^ B j  w i t h  
t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  p r o p e r t y  t h a t  i f  <j> i s  any morphism i n  13 from F i  -* B 
t h e n  U(f> f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h  a i f  and o n ly  i f  Utfj.pi f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h
a .
For t h e  m o t i v a t i o n  f o r  t h i s  d e f i n i t i o n  s e e  t h e  p r o o f  o f  2 . 2 . 4  ( 2 ) .
2 . 3 . 6  THEOREM (ES) Given X and A i n  t h e  e l a b o r a t e  s i t u a t i o n ,
Vt h e n  a f u n c t o r  U : 1$ ->■ A i s  s t r i c t l y  i so m o r p h ic  t o  U f o r  some 
d e v i c e  V i n  A w i t h  o b j e c t  f a m i l y  X i f  and on ly  i f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g
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conditions hold: (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.3.4 and
(4) To any U,S-suitable monomorphism a : A -* UB there is a unique
morphism 3 ' -* B in ^ with U3 = a .
(5) B^ has small products, and U preserves them.
PROOF Of course the device V is the one associated with the universal
arrows ((ni,Fi) ; if I) . Then in view of Theorem 2.3.2 we have only
Vto show that the comparison functor K : -*■ A is bijective on objects.
VConsider (A,$) in A and let Y = (Y ; jf J) be an extension 
(see 2.2.22) of X . Then there is an X-surjection Y^. A for some
j fJ . Consider all maps from Y. to A and form the factorizations
a 3 3
Y (A (A,$) (pep) where 3 .a generates 3 in (A,3>) .
j P P P P P
Let Q be the subset of P for which the maps 3 .a (qf= Q) factor
\T * I ^  ^X-surj n
as follows for some i£ I : 3 .a = Y. ------- > Xi A . Now both
q q J
sets P and Q are small, so we can form products ~| [~ (A ,$ ) and
pff P P P
T~ (A ,$> ) . Suppose that t . : Y. 1 T  (A , $  ) and 
q€Q <> * 1 J p€P P P
i : Y. -> ~] [~ (A , $ ) are the maps induced by the a's , and let
J q6Q q q
A1 M1 _ _  A2 M2 
t = Y. -v (A1,*') + TT (A ) and x = Y. -> (A",*") + TT (A ,* ) 
J pep p p z 3 qe q q q
where generates (k = 1,2) . We would like to show that
(A’,$') is isomorphic to (A",$M) . Let us assume that this is true
for the moment. Then, for each q£Q there is a map Xi A^ (some 
if I) which generates (A ,$ ) , and hence there is a correspondingq q
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X - s u r j e c t i o n  UFi  ( s e e  2 . 2 . 9  ( 1 ) ) .  Th is  X - s u r j e c t i o n  b e i n g  a c t u a l l y
a P-morphi sm  i s  e a s i l y  s e en  to  be U , S - s u i t a b l e ,  and hence  t h e r e  i s  map
F i  -»• B i n  whose image unde r  U i s  Di  -*■ A C l e a r l y  t h e  image
of t h i s  map F i  B u n d e r  K i s  F i  -* (A , r ) f o r  some s t r u c t u r e
q q
which we may i d e n t i f y  by 2 . 2 . 4  (3)  a s  b e in g  . Thus each
(A ) i s  t h e  image o f  an  o b j e c t  u n d e r  K . I f  B goes to  (A ,$ )
q q  q q q
under  K , t h e n  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  a c t i o n  o f  U and K on t h e  f a m i ly
( B -> B ; q Gq) o f  p r o j e c t i o n s ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  knowledge  t h a t  
q £ Q  q q
VU c r e a t e s  l i m i t s ,  l e a d s  to  t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  t h a t  a t  l e a s t  one model  of  
(A ,$> ) i s  i n  t h e  image of  K . Now s i n c e  y9 i s  a P-morphism,
qG 0 q q
i t  i s  e a s y  t o  check  t h a t  U ^  : A" U ~| f B i s  a U, S - s u i t a b l e
q G Q
monomorphism and hence  t h e r e  i s  a B-morphism B^ ■ + ~| [~ B w i t h
U (B. n  b )
q € Q  q
q e  Q
P2 . C l e a r l y ,  by 2 . 2 . 4  ( 2 ) ,  KB = (A " ,$ M) . S i m i l a r l y
, . , , . . r TT (A ) , i s  i n  t h e  image o f  K .
(A ) , b e i n g  a s u b o b j e c t  o f  q e  o ^ 9
Now s i n c e  among t h e  maps ^pa p t h e r e  i s  an X - s u r j e c t i o n ,  t h e r e  i s  a map 
A’ -> A which  i s  an X - s u r j e c t i o n ,  and b e i n g  a P-morphism from ( A ' , $ ’ ) 
to  (A, ^ ) i t  i s  U, S - s u i t a b l e .  Hence (A,<I>) i s  i n  t h e  image o f  K .
Suppose KB^ = KB2 = (A,$)  . Then s i n c e  K i s  f u l l  t h e r e  i s  a map
3 : B. -* B such  t h a t  K3 = 1 : (A,$)  (A,$)  . Then 1 : A UB
1 *2 2
i s  a U , S - s u i t a b l e  monomorphism and ,  s i n c e  U(1 : B2 =  ^ :
A -> UB2 = U3 , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  B^ = Br2 *
We s t i l l  have one p o i n t  to  c heck ,  namely t h a t  ( A ' , $ ' )  i s
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i s o m o r p h ic  t o  ( A " ,0 M) . F i r s t ,  t o  s ee  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a P-morphism
h
(Af , $ ' )  -> ( A " ,$ " )  su c h  t h a t  Y_. (A, , $ ' )  -> (A",<I>") = , c o n s i d e r
t h e  d i a g r a m s :
q q
The o u t e r  t r i a n g l e  commutes f o r  e a ch  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  p a i r  o f  p r o j e c t i o n s .  
We can f i n d  a P-morph ism  f  such  t h a t  t h e  r i g h t - h a n d  t r i a n g l e s  commute, 
and so \ x ^ .X ^  = f . A i  . The P-morphism  g such  t h a t  t h e  l e f t - h a n d  
t r i a n g l e  commutes,  i s  s u p p l i e d  by 2 . 1 . 2 0  ( 1 ) .
Now i f  we c o u ld  f a c t o r  each  ( p £  P) t h r o u g h  X^  by a
P-morph ism  we c o u ld  f i n d  a P-morph ism  (A " ,$" )  -* ( A ' , $ T) w i t h
Y.
J
( A " ,$ " )  -> ( A’ , $ f ) = X^  . For  we would have  d i a g r a m s
Yj
commuting f o r  e a c h  p r o j e c t i o n ,  and we cou ld  u se  e x a c t l y  t h e  same a r g u ­
ment as  t h a t  g i v e n  a b o v e .  We w i l l  p rove  t h a t  e a ch  a ( p £  P) does
2 *f a c t o r  t h r o u g h  X
lOP
Let  F j  be a f r e e  P - a l g e b r a  g e n e r a t e d  by nj  : Yj •> U Fj , and
l e t  £_ and a be P-morph isms  such  t h a t  £ _ .n i  = A- and a . n j  = a2 p 2 J 2 p p
VA l l  we need i s  t h a t  we can f a c t o r  each  a t h r o u g h  i n  A By
V V V2 . 2 . 9  ( 1 ) ,  & 2  i s  an  F - s u r j e c t i o n  and s o ,  s i n c e  F and A a r e  i n
t h e  e l a b o r a t e  s i t u a t i o n ,  by 2 . 2 . 1 4  we need  o n l y  s o l v e
VF i ^  Fj (A " ,$" )
I
I
I
I
V
Fj ---------------------------------> ( A  ,* )
V p pf o r  e a ch  i £  I  and e a c h  6 : F i  -* Fj . Now by Lemma 2 . 2 . 1 3 ,  to  t h e
map 6 . n i  t h e r e  c o r r e s p o n d s  an i -  E I  and a f a c t o r i z a t i o n
V 6 1 V Ö26 = F i  F i ^  Fj  such  t h a t  f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h  nj ; say
V nii nj  .d 2 * Now by t h e  p r o p e r t y  o f  e x t e n s i o n s ,
a . d- : Xi .  -> Y. -> A 
P 2 1 3 P
d2  X - s u r j ' n
Xi. -> Y. ------------ ^  Xi„ -* A f o r  some i -  £  I  .
1 3 2 P 2
The a l g e b r a  g e n e r a t e d  by Xi^ (A ,$ ) i s  e a s i l y  seen  to  be (A ,$ )
P P a q q q
f o r  some q e Q and so Y. -* Xi-  - > ( A , $ )  = Y. -> (A ,$ ) -* (A ,$ ) .
3 2 p p  3 q q p p
C l e a r l y  i t  f o l l o w s  from t h i s  t h a t  a . n j . d ^  f a c t o r s  t h ro u g h
Vi n  A . Hence a . 6 - . p i ,  f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h  £ - . 6 „ . n i ,  , and so=  p 2 1 2 2 1
a 6 = a 6 - 6 .  f a c t o r s  t h r o u g h  £_6 = £ - 6 - 6 .  .p p 2 1  °  2 2 2 1
T h i s  i s  s u f f i c i e n t ,  a s  we have s e e n ,  t o  s u p p ly  t h e  map 
(A " ,$" )  -> (A' , $ ' )  .
I t  i s  now e a s y ,  u s i n g  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  A^  g e n e r a t e s  ( A ' , $ T) and
A  ^ g e n e r a t e s  ( A " ,$ M) and  Theorem 2 . 1 . 1 2 ,  t o  show t h a t  t h e  maps
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(AM, $ " )  -* ( A ' , $ ' )  and ( A ' , $ ' )  ■ + (A " ,$" )  a r e  i n v e r s e  to  each  o t h e r .
N o t i c e  f rom  t h e  p r o o f  t h a t  t h e  u n i q u e n e s s  p a r t s  o f  c o n d i t i o n s  
(3) and (4)  a r e  n o t  b o t h  ne e ded ;  one i s  s u p e r f l u o u s .  In  f a c t  we can 
d e l e t e  b o t h  o f  t h e  u n i q u e n e s s  r e q u i r e m e n t s  i f  we add t h e  c o n d i t i o n :
(6)  Uß = 1 (ß i n  B) i m p l i e s  t h a t  3 = 1  i n  ^  .
§2 .4  B i r k h o f f ' s  Theorem.
The t h e o r e m  o f  G. B i r k h o f f  we a r e  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  s t a t e s  t h a t  a s e t  
o f  a l g e b r a s  i s  a s u b v a r i e t y  o f  some v a r i e t y  i f  and o n ly  i f  i t  i s  c l o s e d  
unde r  s u b a l g e b r a s ,  q u o t i e n t  a l g e b r a s  and s m a l l  p r o d u c t s  ( s e e  [ 4 ]
Theorem I V . 3 . 1 ) .  Now, t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  s i m i l a r  to  some o f  t h e  
c o n d i t i o n s  o f  Theorem 2 . 3 . 6 ,  and in  f a c t  2 . 3 . 6  i s  a d i r e c t  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  
o f  B i r k h o f f ' s  Theorem. Our v e r s i o n  o f  B i r k h o f f ' s  Theorem i s  i n  2 . 4 . 4  
and 2 . 4 . 6 .
2 . 4 . 1  THEOREM (ES) C o n s i d e r  d e v i c e  V i n  A f o r  which  t h e  maps
Vp i  ( i ^ I )  a r e  X - s u r j  e c t i v e .  Then U i s  a f u l l  embedding.
PROOF Le t  (A ,$)  be a P - a l g e b r a .  Then g i v e n  p : Xi A t h e r e  i s  
a t  most  one cj> i n  A (Di ,A) such  t h a t  (Jj.qi = y . Hence $ i  =
A(Di,A) . C l e a r l y  i f  (A ) i s  a l s o  a D - a l g e b r a ,  any morphism from
~  J. -L
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to is a D-morphism from (A,$) to (A^,$p .
2.4.2 DEFINITIONS (ES) (1) A variety V of P-algebras is the set
'P ^
of all P-algebras in the image of a functor U , where V^ is a
V Vdevice in A whose object family is F and whose maps r^i are
V VF -surjections. The set V is also called a subvariety of A
(2) A subcategory A^ of A is said to be closed under subobjects, 
quotient objects and small products if the following conditions hold.
jG J
(a) If A -* A^ is a monomorphism and A^G A^ then a g a l .
(b) If A^ -> A is an X-surjection and A^G then A G A j_ .
(c) If (Aj ; j G J) is a small family of objects of A^ , then
(calculated in A) is in Aq •
2.4.3 THEOREM (ES) Let A^ be a full subcategory of A . Then
Vthe inclusion of the subcategory A^ is strictly isomorphic to U 
for some device V on X , and each map ni (iG I) of V is an 
X-surjection, if and only if A^ is closed under subobjects, quotient 
objects and small products in A .
PROOF Clearly A^ has limits and the inclusion functor preserves
them. So we can hope to use Freyd’s adjoint functor theorem to obtain
a family of universal arrows from X to the inclusion of A^ . Given
X-surj've monic
any map A A^ (AG A , A^G A^) , factor it as A ------ » Aj^ ----> A^ .
Ill
Then , and by BS(5) we can find a small representative set of
objects Aj formed as above from A . This set is a solution set, and 
so we have the desired family S = ((ni : Xi Di , Di) ; i£ I) of
universal arrows, with associated device V . Factor ni as 
X-surj’ve monic
Xi -------- >  A^ ---- > Di . Then there exists a map Di -* A^ such
qi monic
that Xi -* A^ = Xi Di -> A^ . Clearly Di -> A^ ----^  Di = 1 and
so A^ -* Di is an isomorphism and pi is X-surjective.
The conditions of Theorem 2.3.6 are now easily seen to be satisfied.
The converse implication is not difficult.
2.4.4 COROLLARY (ES) A set V of P-algebras is a subvariety of
VA if and only if it is closed under subobjects, quotient objects, and
Vsmall products in A
Manes [24] has a triple-theoretic version of this theorem.
To complete our treatment of Birkhoff’s Theorem we will show that 
varieties of P-algebras are setsof P-algebras defined by "laws".
2.4.5 DEFINITIONS Consider device V in A . A fl-law is a pair 
(a , 3) of maps where a and 3 have common domain in X and 
common codomain in (Di ; i GI) . If a , 3 : Xi^ -* Di2 we say that 
(a , 3) is an (i ,i2)-law. A P-algebra (A,$) satisfies the 
(i^,i2)-law (a , 3) if for every <\> in $i2 it is true that
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<f> ot =  <t> 8 •
2 . 4 . 6  THEOREM (ES) A s e t  o f  D - a l g e b r a s  i s  a s u b v a r i e t y  o f  A i f  
and on ly  i f  i t  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  P - a l g e b r a s  s a t i s f y i n g  some s p e c i f i e d  
s e t  of  P - l a w s .
V
To p rove  t h i s  theo rem  we need  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c o n c e p t .
2 . 4 . 7  DEFINITIONS A f a m i l y  (R^ , ; j  £  J )  o f  X - c o n g r u e n c e s , where
Rj i s  a cong rue nc e  on A_. , i s  c a l l e d  a f u l l y - i n v a r i a n t  f a m i l y  f o r
(A_. ; j  G J)  i f  f o r  each  j  , j   ^£  J  , e ach  y : A_. -* A_. , and each
a , 3 : Xi -* A. i t  i s  a f a c t  t h a t  R . i ( a  , 6) i m p l i e s  R. i ( y a  , y$) 
J J ]  i
k 1
C o n s i d e r  a f a m i ly  (R ; k € K )  o f  f a m i l i e s  o f  X - c ong rue nc e s  f o r
(A. ; j  e  J )  . Then H R  i s  t h e  f a m i ly  o f  X - c o n g ru e n c e s ,  indexed  
J kSK
by j  , d e f i n e d  by ( 0 R^) . = 0 ( R ^ .) . Aga in  i f  R ^ n R ^  = R^ we
k GK  3 k S K  3
w r i t e  R^ < R^ .
2 . 4 . 8  THEOREM The f a m i l y  o f  X -cong ruences  D R i s  f u l l y  i n v a r i a n t
kG K
Ir
i f  e ach  of  t h e  f a m i l i e s  R ( k S K )  i s  f u l l y  i n v a r i a n t .
PROOF C l e a r .
2 . 4 . 9  THEOREM Let  V be  a d e v i c e  i n  A . I f  a f a m i ly
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R^ = (R i^^  ; I) of relations is defined by: R^i^(a , 3) if
a , 3 : Xi^ -> Xi and ni.a = ni.3 , then R = (P_^ ; i£ I) is a fully 
invariant family of X-congruences. Conversely, any fully invariant 
family of X-congruences for X is obtained in this way from a device.
In fact, the device V may be chosen so that each ni is an X-surjection.
PROOF Each R± (iei) is clearly an X-congruence. Consider
y : Xi Xi2 and a , 3 : Xi L + Xi . Then n^'P = ' .ni for some
6’e & (i»i2) , and so pi.a = ni.3 implies ni2«y.a = ni2«y.3 .
Thus R . i, (al 1 , 3) implies R_^ i^(ya , y B )  .
Conversely, suppose (R ; i€I) is any fully invariant family of
X-congruences. Then by ES(4) there are X-surjections ni ' Xi Di
such that R. = R . . Define A(i,i„) to be A (Di , Di0) . Then l ni 2 = 2
V  = (n,A) so defined is a device. For , consider y : Xi -* Di2 . Since
ni2 is an X-surj ection, there is a map v : Xi -+ X ± 2 such that
ni2*v = y . Now if a , 3 : Xi + Xi then R_^ i^ (a , 3) implies
R . i,(va , 
x 2
v3) , and hence ni.a. = ni*3 implies that ya = y3 . By
2.2.6 (1) there is a map 6 : Di -+ Di2 such that 6.ni = y .
2.4.10 THEOREM Consider device V in A , and set A of P-laws.
V VThere exists a fully invariant family R of F -congruences for F 
such that D-algebra (A,$>) satisfies the laws in A if and only if
V Vfor all i,i^ in i and for all pairs of P-morphisms 5^,62 : F i^  F i
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it is true that R^i^(6^,62) implies that <j)6  ^ = <p6  ^ for all <J> in
V$i . Further every fully invariant family of F -congruences stands in 
this relationship to some set of D-laws.
PROOF Take R to be the intersection of the fully invariant families
R' which have the following property: if (6^.pi,6^•n^) is (i^,i)—
law in A and 6^,62^ A (i^,i) , then R^i^ (<5 ^ ,62) • Suppose (A,3>)
satisfies the laws in A and consider the relation R'.'i, on1 1
A?(FV ± l , F^i) defined by: R^L (6 , & ) if 4>6 L = 4>6 for all 
<j)^ $i . Then it is not hard to see that R" = (R” ; i€E I) is a fully
V Vinvariant family of F -congruences for F . Further R" > R since 
R" is one of the families of which R is the intersection. Hence 
^i^l ^ 1*^2^ implies that <f>6  ^ = <J>62 for all in $i • The other 
implication in the first part is simple.
V VIf R is a fully invariant family of F -congruences for F , 
take the (i^,i)-laws in A to be the pairs (6 ^ .pi^ , . pi ^ ) where 
R ^ l (61»62) . The proof of the second part of the theorem is then 
clear.
2.4.11 PROOF OF 2.4.6 In view of 2.4.9 and 2.4.10 we need only
Vprove the following statement. If P is a device in A which has
V Vobject family F and whose maps p^i are F -surjections, and if R
Vis the fully invariant family of F -congruences associated with V  ^ ,
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. V]then the P-algebras in the image of U are precisely those algebras
(A,$) for which R i^  (6^,6^) implies <j>6^ = 4)62 for aH  4> in $i •
T)Consider an algebra (A,$) in the image of U * . Let R^i^(6^,62)
Vthat is n 1i. 6 ^ = n^i.^ • Now any 4> : F i -* (A,$) factors through 
n^i ; say <j> = ((j’.n^ i . Hence 4>.6  ^= «Jj'.n i.6^ = 4>T .n^i-ö^ = (p.6^  .
Consider an algebra (A,$) for which R ±^(6^,62) implies 
4>6  ^= 4>^ 2 f°r a11 4> in $ i . That is n^i.6^ = n^i.62 implies 
4>6  ^= 4>^ 2 * 2.2.6 (1) there is a map 4>' such that 4>'»h^ i = 4> •
V 1This is enough to ensure that (A,$) is in the image of U .
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CHAPTER III
THE CATEGORY OF DEVICES
The category of devices Dev(A.X) was defined in 1.5.1, as was 
the corresponding forgetful functor U : Dev(A.X) -+ A^. In this
chapter we prove that under certain conditions the functor U
V Iis strictly isomorphic to U for some device V in A .
Thus devices themselves may be regarded as algebras. In Sets
the free devices are devices associated with the anarchic varieties;
that is, the varieties of algebras satisfying no non-trivial laws.
As we sketched in §0.8, the classical description of variety
begins with a description of the anarchic varieties, and then laws
are introduced. Using free devices we are able to mimic this
procedure, and hence to show that in Sets the categories
VSets correspond to conventional varieties. We also discuss 
devices and their algebras over Sets^. and using this information 
we are able to show that the varieties of devices in Sets are the 
varieties of clones defined by Philip Hall.
§301 Devices as algebras.
The first thing we need is an adjoint to the functor 
U : Dev(A.X) -* A1, and the first step to providing this is the
following theorem.
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3,1.1 THEOREM The functor U : Dev(A,X) ->• creates limits.
PROOF Consider a diagram G : C -* Dev(A.X) „ Let
X : D -> UG be a limit of UG in a \  If E. is the evaluation
(at i) functor which takes any functor L : I -> A to Li
then X.l : Di -* E, UG is al limit in A of E.UG.l If C
object of C write the image of C under G as V = (nP,Ar).
We wish to make the objects Di into a device. Define ni 
by X^C.ni = n^i (C e C) and define A(i,i^) by 6 e A(i,i-^ ) 
if and only if there exist maps 6^ e A^(i,i^) for all C e C 
such that X. C.6 = 6_,.X.C. It is clear that if V so defined
h  c 1
is a device, then it is the only device making X into a device
morphism. It is easy to check that, by the properties of limits,
ni is well defined, and further that A (i-^ ,^ )  »A (i ,i^) c^ACi,^)
for all iji^ji^ £ L  Given v : Xi -► Di^, then for each C
in C we can solve for S_ e A-Ciji..) in X. C.v = 6 .npi.— L L X ^ ^
Now if p is a device morphism from V to V , which is theL» L/
image under G of a map in C, then I claim that 
S ,.pi = pi „6 . Certainly there is a 6’ , in
v  X  v  u
A ,(i,i,) such that 6' ,„pi = pi.,,,6 , and this map has theL< X L» X U
6’c,.ncii = 6’c,.pi.n^i = pi^S^r^i
= p i - . X . C.v = X* C . v
X1 ^
property that:
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and hence 6 ’ , = 6rr From this property of the maps
6 (C e C) we immediately derive that pi-,6 .A.C = 6r,oA.Cf „
Hence there exists a unique 6 e A(i,i^) such that
A. Co6 = 6_,flA„C since A. is a limit and (6^0A.C; C e C) l, C l l, C l =
is a natural transformation from Di to E. UG, This
h
6 has
the property that A. C„6oni = 6„oA.Cl- C i „ni = 6conci = A C. V for1 1
all C in C and hence 60ni = v0 The uniqueness of 6 in
A(i,i^) with this property is easy. The definition of A 
immediately gives us that AC = (A^C; i e I) is a device morphism 
from V to V and it is further clear that
A = (AC; C £ C) is natural from V to G0 We would like to show
that A is a limit for G0 Consider a natural transformation
A* : V 1 ->■ G 0 Then there is at most one device morphism
6 : V 1 -*■ V with AC.£ = AfC for all C e C, since if we apply
U to this equation we get \C0£ = A’C for all C in C,
and & is determined by the universal property of A» If we take
5 as determined by this equation \a£ = A’, then we need only check
that £ is a device morphism to see that A is a limit0 First
A^C0^ i0n'fi = A\C«n*i = n^i = A^C0r|i for all C in C, and
hence 5i,n*i = ni° Secondly, consider 6’ £ Af(i,i^). Then
A. CoSi^.6' = A’ C 6’ = 6_,,A’.C for a uniquely determined l, 1 l, C i  J C
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in A^(i,i^). Again it is easy to check that
(SCoA.C; C e C) is natural from Di to E. UG, and so 
1 X1
there exists a 6 e A(i,i-^ ) with A^ C.6 = Ö^.A^C. Then
A. Co Si. .6f = 6p.Af.C = Ap^A.CoSi = A. C.6. Si and hence l ^ l  C i  C i  i^
we have our result0
3olo 2 THEOREM (BS) The functor U : Dev(^X) ■> A1 
has a left adjoint.
PROOF Only the solution set condition needs to be checked
before we can apply Freyd’s theorem to obtain our result.
Consider a morphism a : A -> D in A^ where D = UD <, For
each ordinal n we define a map a : A„ -> D as follows.r n n
The map o,q is the union of a and n. At limit ordinal n,
the map an is the union of all preceding am . The map
a , i is the union of a i and all maps 6.a i, where n+1 n r n 1
6 e A(i^,i) and 60pi^ factors through a i. If x is the 
same cardinal as that mentioned in 2.1.13, then we rewrite a iT
as Ai : D^i ■> Di. It is clear that pi factors through a^i 
and hence through Ai; say pi = Ai.p^i. We would like to make
into a device and we do so by defining A (^i,i-^ ) to be all 
those maps 6-^ : D^i -* D-^ i^  such that Ai-^ .6^  = 6.Ai for some
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6 e A(i,i-|). We will prove that V  ^= ( n ^ A ^ )  is a device. 
Clearly A1 (i^,iß).A1(i^,i^ ) £ A^i-^ig) for all £ I*
Consider any map y : Xi ■+ D^i^. Since BS(4) holds and x 
is a limit ordinal, y factors as Xi -* U (A,i ,a i ) -* D-. i
4 «V -l- JLkeK
where j Kj < k . Let m be the set-theoretical union of K.
Clearly m < x. If m £ K then it is easy to see that
U (A, i,,a, i,) = A i. since all a (n < m) factor through a . , Tr k 1 k 1 m 1 n ° mkeK
If m is not in K then clearly it is a limit ordinal and
,J (vkeK ii✓—sÖ U (A ,a ) = n* nn<m A . In both cases m Ai-^ .y factors through
a i, . m 1 Let Ai^.y = 6. pi where 6 e A(i,i^). Then if n is any
ordinal with m < n < x, from the definition of a ., we have n+1
that 6 .a i n factors through a ,,i, and hence n+1 1 through
a i, = Xi,. x 1 1 Further, using Lemma 2.1.9, we see that
6 o U (a i) :nm^n<x
= 6.Ai factors through Ai-j£ say 6 . Ai = Ai^.6
Clearly <5^ e A1 (i »i]_) and Ail*di*nid = 4i^.y0 Since
Ai^  is monic , (51°nli = Further it is clear from the
definition of A^ that A : -* V is a device morphism.
Now corresponding to A e A the various devices—  _L
obtained as above for different maps a with domain A make up 
a solution set, but not necessarily a small one. However, from 
our construction and BS(5) it is not hard to see that there is 
a small representative set of such devices V^ and this representative
set is a satisfactory solution set, enabling us to use Freyd’s 
theorem to obtain our result,
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Now we have two theorems asserting that the functor 
U : Dev(A.X) -> A1 arises from a device; one in the basic 
situation and one in the elaborate situation. The first is
3„1,3 THEOREM (BS) The functor U : Dev(A.X) + A1 is 
tripleable if A has finite coproducts.
PROOF We apply our recognition theorem 2.3.4 to Y and A^,
where the family Y of objects in A^ is the set of all objects
in A*. Then Y-surjections are split epimorphisms. Let F 
be a left adjoint to U, and consider a map
X : UP^ -> UP2 in A^ which has the property that for all device
morphisms FA -+ P^ the composite UFA -> UP^ UP^ is in the 
image of U0 We can find a device morphism v : FUP^ -> P^ 
with a right inverse y in A1, namely that corresponding to the 
identity UP^ -* UP-^  under the adjunction. Write FUP^ = P.
To see that A is a device morphism consider the diagram:
6"
AiV
s'
y Ai-^  ^Vl---->D2h
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If 6 is in A^(i,i^) we need a 6’ in A 2 (i,i-^ ) such that the
right-hand square commutes. Choose 6" in A(i,i^) such that
6"0ni = yi^.6.vi0"ni = yi^ 0 6 0 ri^ ie Then we have that
vi^.6" = 6^,vi for some 6^ e A-^(i,i^), and so
6-^ on-^ i = 6^oVisni = vi^a5n.ni = vi^0yi^. 5 0n^i = 6«n^io
Hence 6^ = 6 and vi^.6" = 6.vie Now, since Xv is a
device morphism, we have that Xi^,vi^06" = 6’0Xi0vi for
some 6’ e A 2 (1 ,1 -^ ), and hence
Xi^,6 = Xi^„5,vi.yi = Xi^.vi^o6".yi =6’.Xi.vi0yi = 6’.Xi.
Further n2  ^ = li»vi0ni = Xion^i and hence X:V  ^-> is a
morphism of devices, and so Dev(A,X) is saturated with 
respect to (FA; A e A) and U 8
All that remains to be checked is condition (3) of 203.4„ 
Consider a U,S-suitable map X:UP.. -> D in A^ (where
-L Z —
5 is the set of universal arrows associated with the
adjunction) and suppose X has a right inverse X1. Then
we would like to show that D = UP_ for some device P
1 2 2
and X : P -► P^ is a device morphism» Define n2 by 
n^i = Xi.r^i and A^ by A ^ i , ^ )  = Xi^.A^(i,i^) .X’i 
(i,i^ e I)c The closure property for devices clearly holds 
for t>2 = (112*4 2 ) an vie^ of the following fact: if
6 e A^(i,i^) then Xi^» 6 .X’ i.Xi = Xi^ .<$. To see this consider
the following diagram.
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Air <5.A’i
2 1
The device V  is FUß^ and £ is the canonical map 
W  ^ UFUP^. The map is the device morphism with
= 1, while ^2 is the device morphism with 
^i.Ci = A’ioAi (all i e I). Define S’ in A(i,i^) 
by 6?.ni = Ci^.ö.n^i» and define 6^,6^ in A- (^i,i^ ) 
by C^ i-^ '^S’ = and = <$2.£2i« Then
fi.n^ i = ?^i^o6’.ni = 6^o£^i.ni = 6^.n^i and so 6^ = 6.
Further, since Ai.A'i.Ai = Ai.l we have Ai.£^i = Ai.^i 
and Ai^06.£^i = Ai^s£^i^.ö’ - Ai^. ?2^i* ^ ' = ^2 * ^ 2^* Hence
Ai^.6 = Ai^e 6 o C-^ i«-Ci = Ai^o62.£2i0£i Ai^. 6^  fi.Ai,
So Aiie63C1i = Air  d ^ A ’i.Ai.^i = \ 1 ± .62.A'i.Ai. ^ 2 ± = Ai-^d.^i
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Finally Ai-^6 = Ai-^S.^i.Ci = A±1.6 .^2i.?i = Ai^fi.A’i.Ai 
as we required.
We can now continue to check that V 2 is a device.
Consider y : Xi -> D^i^. Then A’i^.y = 6.p^i for some 
6 t A^(i,i^) and hence Ai^.6 .A ’ i.r^i = Ai^.6 .A 1 i. Ai.p^i = 
Ai^.6„p^i = y. To check the uniqueness part of the universality
condition, suppose Ai^ oö^.A'i.p^i = Ai^.S^.A’i.r^i where
61,62 e A1(i,i1). Then Ai^.6^.p^i = Ai^.S^.P-^i. Consider the
following diagram when i ^ i :
¥ i
V
D21
The device V is FA where Ai^ = Xi and Ai2 = D^ 2  for
all other ± 2 in I. Again £ is the canonical map
4 : A -> UFA, If we define : A -* Di by V i  = W
(k ■= 1,2) and a. i = 1 for any otherK. Z H in I, then
£ ,£ are the device morphisms defined by £ .£ = a, ( k = 1,2).Z K. K.
Then since A.£^.C = \ aE, 2 °^ it follows that A.£^ = A.^*
Define 6 in A(i,i^) by 6,pi = £i, and define
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& ' y ü ' 2 inAL(i1,i2) by = <$’k *£ki (k = 1»2)*
Then 6 . n, i = 6 ’, .Cn i.ni = C. i... 6 . ni = Ci ii »Ci = 6. „ nn ik l  k k  k l  k l  k l
and hence 6'k = 6k (k = 1,2). Hence Ai^.6^ =
Äi^„ 6^. C^i. Ci = Ai^.C^i^.6.Ci = Ai^. ^ i^. ^ ° ^  = 
and so Ai^.d^.A’i = Ai^.d^A’i. When i = we need a 
different proof. Let r^ : D^i -* Z, r^ : Xi -> Z be the 
canonical maps of the coproduct of D^i and Xi. Then there are 
maps q2i,q.?i : Z -* D^i with the following properties:
q1i.r1 = 1, q1io^2 = fi^r^i, q2i*ri = 1» q2i,r2 = 52*nli# 
Consider the diagram:
-  D i
Ai
-  D2i
The device V is FA where Ai = Z and Ai2 = D^i2 for all 
other i2 in I. Again C is the canonical map A -* UFA. If 
qk (k = 1,2) are defined as above at i, and elsewhere as 1, 
then £ (k = 1,2) are the device morphisms determined by
K.
C „C = qko The map 6 in A(i,i) satisfies d.ni = Ci.^.
Define 6f . ,6*. in A-(i,i) by 5’ .L i = C ie6 (k = 1,2). 1 2  1 k k k
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Then = 6’^ .^ioni = C^i^.rii = = qki'r2
= 6^un i^o Hence 6^ = 6’^  (k = 1,2). Since 
Xi.C-^ i.Ci = A i „ £ we must have Ai.£^i = Ai.^i 
and hence Aio6^ = Aiu6^.£^i.Ci»r^  = Ai.^i.6„Ci.r^ =
Aio o6 oCi-r-^ = Ai. 6 2 <.?2 ^0?^°ri = as requi-redo
We have shown that A : -*■ V is a device morphism which
under U becomes A : Ut^ -* D2 . The uniqueness of the device 
# 2  with this property is fairly clear. The maps Ai^„ 6 .A’i 
with 6 in A^(i,i^) must be in A2 (i,i^ ) and we have shown 
that they suffice.
Next we give a theorem giving the more precise information 
available in the elaborate situation.
3,1„4 THEOREM (ES) Let J be all functions from I to I 
and let Z = (Zj; j e J) be the family of objects of A1 with 
Zj(i) = X(ji). Suppose A contains an initial object 0 which 
is in X and to each pair XijXi^ of objects in X there is 
a model of their coproduct in X. Then U : Dev(A.X) -* A^ is
Vstrictly isomorphic to U for some device V with family of
objects Z.
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PROOF We intend to use recognition theorem 2.3,6,, As we 
remarked in 2.2.24, Z and are in the elaborate
situation. The functor U : Dev(A,X) -* A* has a left adjoint 
and hence there exists a family S = ((nj : Zj ■> UFj,Fj); j e J)
of universal arrows from Z to U. To see that Dev(A,X) is
saturated with respect to (Fj; j e J) and u, consider a
morphism X : W 1 ^ U V 2 in A1, and suppose that if
i : Fj ->■ is a device morphism then A£ is a device morphism.
We want to show that for any 6^ in there exists a
6 2 in A^Ciji-^) such that iiT—1
<o1 -
1
•H-< 62.Ai. Assume first that
i # ij We will show that 6^ defined by =
has this property. Consider the diagram:
a
V
Di.
a.
1
U .
-> Dxi
*  V f
^.n^i
Ai
Ai.
- V
!62
D i 2 1
Since X is a generating set in A it is sufficient to show
for any map with domain X^ in X and codomain D^i that
A1-.6...T, = 6-.eAioi1. Now we form the free device V = Fj 1 1 1 2  1 J
where Zj (i) = X^, Zj (i^) = Xi and Zj (i^) = 0 for all other
i2 E The device morphism £ is defined by T where
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Ti = xi^ = 6-^ .n^ i and =  0 for other z Io The
map 6 in A(i,i^) is defined by 6.pi = Ci^ « Then if 
£i ,^6 = 6*o£i we have
6’on^ i = 6'oCioPi = £il06.ni = Ci^Ci^ = fi^ .r^ i,
and so 6’ = 6 ,^ Since X£ is a device morphism, for some 6" 
in A^Ci,^) we have Xi-^ .£i^ .6 = 6".Xi.£i, But then 
Xi^oS^oH^i = li-j^o ^i-j^o 6 o ni = 6".Xi.£i.rii = 6M and so 5" = 62«
Finally Xi^oö^oi^ = Xi^.£i^.6.£i = 62<»AioCio^ i = 62<*Ü.t  ^
as desired. If i = i^ we have to vary the argument as we did in 
the proof of 3,1.3, Instead of taking the free device as 
indicated we find a map v : -* D^i (with in X) through
which both and factor. Then we form the free
device on where A^i = X^ and A^i’ =  ^ f°r ot^er
i’ z I. It is not hard to see that the above argument can be
modified in this way to yield again the desired result.
To check condition (3) of 2,3.6 consider a Z-surjection 
X : UD^ -* of the type considered in that condition where 
is not known to be in the image of U, To make D2 into a device
let A2(i»i^ ) he all the maps 62 such that there exists a 
6  ^ in A^(i,i^) with Xi^.S^ = ^«Xi, and put = Xn^ ®
First we check that to each 6  ^ in A(i,i^) there is such a 62®
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By 2o2„6(l) this will follow if to each pair of maps t,tT with
common domain X’ in X and with codomain D^i we have that
Aiot = Aiot* implies that Ai^„6^0t = Ai^06.ptf. Now assume
i ^ i^ and Ai0t = Aiot’, and consider V  = FA’ where
A ’i = X’, A'i^ = ^  anc* as trivi-al elsewhere. We
define device morphisms £ by E, . £ ’ = t (k = 1,2)
where t^i = t, t^i^ = 6-^ on^ i, t^i = t’ , = anc*
both t^ and t^ are trivial elsewhere. Then again if we define
6 in A(i,i^) by 6.ni = CTi^ it follows that
C^ .i^ 06 = (k = 1,2). Now since A0£^.£’ = A.S^'C*
we have that A„£^ = A . ^ 0 Thus Ai^.6^.t = Ai^„£^i^0^  0£1 i =
Ai^.J^i^S-C'i = Ai^.ö^ot1 as required. If i ^ i^ we can
modify this proof.
Now it is clear that A2 (i-^ ,i2 ) • ^ (iji^) £ ^ 2 (1 ,1 2 )« Further, 
given y : Xi -* D2al* we can factor P as Ai^.y' since Ai^ 
is X-surjective, and we can solve 6-^ .n^ i = yf. Hence since
Ai^06^  = ^2°^^ ^°r some 2^ an ^(ijij) we ^ave
 ^2 *n 2^ = ^2e^ ^°nl^ = ^i° nia =  ^9 T^e uniqueness part of the
universality condition requires another argument using U,S- 
suitability similar to those given above. Hence (r^*^) is 
a device and A : -* V.^ is a device morphism. It is easy to
see that (n2 »^ 2  ^ as t*ie device on making A a
device morphism.
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Finally we have to check condition (4) of 203.6„ Suppose 
A : is a U,S-suitable monomorphism. We define
A^ by 6^ e A^ (i,i-^) if Ai^»6^ A^Ci,!-^) We define
by Ai0n^i = r^i» To see that such an n-^ exists, notice 
that the free device on A^, where A^i = 0 for all i e 1, 
is (n*,A*) where n*i = 1 : Xi ■> Xi and A^(i,i1) = ACXijXi^. 
Then 0 -* D^i factors through Ai for each i e I and hence, 
by U,S-suitability, so does r^i® The on-*-X difficulty in showing 
that V  ^= (n1,A1) is a device lies in the universality condition* 
Given p : Xi -+ D^i^ we can solve ^2*n2^" = f°r ^2
A.,(i,i^)o Now assume i ^ i^, and to each k e I form the free
device V * = V *k on A* where A*i = Xk, A*i^= Xi and A* is
trivial elsewhere. To each x : Xk -* D^i let £* = K *
X
be the
device morphism such that = v where vi = Ai„x and vi^ = Ai^sp0
Define 6 in A*(i,i^) by 6.n*i = C*i^. Then if £*i^5 = 6 1 ^ . ^ * i
we have = <$. ni = £*i-^ . £*i^ = Ai^„p =  ^2 “n 2 "^ anc*
hence £*i^06 = 62°£*1« Now since v factors through A,
by U,S-suitability so does £*; say = X X * . Then we can
define a function f^ : A(X^,D^i) -> A(X^,D^i^) by taking
f T = A5%i1 o 6 * o If we can apply adequacy to the functions f,
(k e I) then there exists a map 6  ^ : D^i -> D^i^ such that 
6^t = A*i^o6. for each t and corresponding A*, £*.
Hence Ai^.6 x^ = £*i^.S®£*i = 62®£*i®C*i = Ö2*^*T» and we can 
cancel x to get Ai-^ .6  ^= 02®Ai. Further Ai^.6^„n^i =
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 ^20 n 2 "^ = anc* since Ai^ is monic we have 51.n1i = y
So we have to prove for each S : Xk1 -+ Xk that (ffcT) . 6 =
f (t 6) „ I omit this proof, as well as the proof when i = i-. 
kl I
It is clear that A^ ,, as we have defined it, is the only possible 
way of making into a device so that A becomes a device
morphism.
3clo5 REMARKS It is clear from 2.2.24 how to find many examples 
where the conditions of Theorem 3.1.4 apply. An example of a family 
of objects in a category satisfying the conditions of 3.1.3 but not 
necessarily of 3.1.4 is any small family in P(Y) (see 1.1.8).
Before we leave the elaborate situation for the concrete 
theorems of §3.2 we note some topics of interest not developed in 
this thesis.
One of the things suggested by the fact that devices are 
algebras is the possibility of classifying devices by the laws they 
satisfy. In Sets there are existing results in this direction; 
see for example [17],
Given any device morphism X : -* there are interesting
morphisms from P-^-algebras to V ^-algebras defined as follows: 
a : A^ -* A^ is a A-morphism from (A-^ ,$^ ) to (A^,^) if 
for all i e I we have a.$^i ^i.Ai. One can treat isotopy
in the theory of loops [3] in terms of these types of morphisms. 
In this connection it is of interest that Dev(A,X) can be made into 
a 2-category via the isomorphism Dev(A.X) = (Alg(A.X))°^.
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3.1,6 COUNTEREXAMPLES To indicate the limitations of 3.1.3 
and 3.1.4 we give two counterexamples.
(1) It is not true that the category Triples of triples
5over Sets is tripleable over Sets where S = obj Sets. In
Sfact the functor U : Triples Sets does not even have a left
adjoint. For suppose F is a left adjoint to U and consider
FW where WS = 1 (a singleton) for each set S. Consider small
ordinal n. Let be the triple corresponding to the
category of all fi-algebras, where ti has one operation of each
arity m e n .  Using the operational interpretation of device
morphism (1.6.3) one can show that for each n there is a triple
morphism A : FW -> T where each component A S  (S e S) is an n n
surjection. But |t i ! increases unboundedly as n increases 
through the small ordinals, and is FWl cannot be a small set.
(2) It is not hard to see that U from the category of full 
devices in Finite Sets to Finite Sets also does not have a left 
adjoint. We can prove this by showing that to any finite ordinal n 
there is a triple T in Finite Sets which is "generated" by a 
single unary operation and which has |Tl| > n.
§3.2 Devices and algebras in Sets1 .
By Sets11 we mean the functor category where n is a small
We first discuss the free devices in Sets1 and their algebrasset.
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To do this we need an extension due to P.J. Higgins [11] of 
the conventional notion of algebra, (Our presentation of the 
extended notion is rather different from that of Higgins.)
Proofs in this section are sometimes omitted or only sketched,
3.2.1 DEFINITIONS Consider a small set n fixed throughout 
the following discussion, A formal n-operation is a set m 
together with an n-tuple of sets am which called the arity 
of oo and a specified element roo in n called the target
of oo. Let H be a small set of formal n-operations. Then an
^-algebra A is an n-tuple of sets A = (A ; m e n )  and to each —  m
oo in an n-operation oo^  : Setsn (aoo.A) -* A .
A homomorphism from A to 13 is a morphism
A : A B in Sets11 such that A.m.(y) = oo (Ay) for alL• * 1 A D
y e Sets_n (aoo,A) o Again we name the category of ft-algebras 
and homomorphisms fl-Alg. and it is clear that by taking n to 
be a singleton we get the conventional notions as a special case.
It is straightforward to extend many of the results of 
conventional universal algebra to this new situation. In the 
next section we describe the free algebras in fi-Alg.
3.2.2 CONSTRUCTION Consider an object Y in Sets11. Then 
the free algebra in fi-Alg on Y may be defined as follows.
For each small ordinal k define sets D^m (m e n) by the
following requirements.
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(1) Dnm = Y .0 m
(2) At limit ordinals D^m is the union of all previous
V“-
(3) If p is the graph of a morphism from aoo to
then the formal symbol oo[y] belongs to D^+^m whenever rm = m.
For sufficiently large small ordinals k the sets D^m
(m e n) become simultaneously stationary, and it is the stationary
value of D. m that we name Dm. For convenience if p is the k
graph of a morphism which occurs in construction of D = (Dm; m e n )
we attach to it the codomain D to make it a morphism in Sets_n.
The canonical map n : Y -+• D is just the inclusion map.
Then D is the carrier of the free algebra F generated by
n if we define the operations of F by: w (p) = to[p]r
(p : aco -> D) .
We can define the length of an element in Dm as the least 
ordinal k for which the element is in D^m. Many of our proofs 
are by induction on the length of an element.
3o 203 THEOREM The obvious forgetful functor U : fi-Alg -*> Sets11 
(where is a set of formal n-operations) is strictly isomorphic
«p 'Q ^
to U : A -> A for some device V in Sets c A .
PROOF Let X be a small family of sets containing the empty set
and, to each oo £ fi, m £ n, a set with cardinality greater than
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the cardinality of am(m). Further, suppose X satisfies the 
conditions described in 2« 2,24« Let Y = (Yj;j e In) be the family 
of objects in Sets11 defined in terms of X as in 2.2«24« Let 
Fj be the free algebra generated by nj : Yj -* Dj as described 
in 3«2.2. Then the device V obtained from the universal 
arrows ((nj,Fj); j e In) has the property stated in the theorem«,
To prove this we use our recognition theorem 2.3.6. Condition 
(2) is an immediate consequence of the definition of homomorphism. 
Condition (3) follows from the fact that congruences determine 
quotient algebras, and condition (4) from the fact that subsets 
closed under the operations determine subalgebras. It is clear 
how to construct products«
3.2.4 THEOREM Let Y and ft be two functors from I to
Sets11» Then a free device in Dev(Setsn.Y) on ft may be described 
as follows« Make ft into a set of formal n-operations by 
specifying that am = Yi if m e  fti, and rm = m if m e  fti(m).
Then the free device V is the device associated with the universal 
arrows from Y to U : ft-Alg -* Sets11. The canonical map 
C : ft -*■ D is defined by Ci(m) :m wv»m[r)i],
PROOF Let V be any device in Dev(Setsn.Y)« We wish to show 
that for any map a : ft -* there is a unique device morphism
A : V such that Ua.£ = a. This can be accomplished by
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considering the operational description of device morphism given in
1.603. Take as a base of operations the n objects Z = {Zm;m e n}
of Sets1 defined by Zm(m) = {0}, Zm(m^) = 0 if m^ ^ m.
Then the elements of the sets Di(m) become formal operations in
the sense of §1.6. Further, if w e  fti(m) and y : Yi -*■ Di^
Vand Fi^ is F i^ then ( w [ n i ] ( y )  = oo[y], again in the
sense of §1.6. Now by 1.6.3 the maps Xi must have the following 
two properties: Ai(m) : y w v »  n^i(m)(y) (y e Yi(m)) and 
Xi(m) : u)[y] vw*. (ai^Cm) (oo))p (Xi.y) if y: Yi^ -> D^i,
viw e fii (m) and F^i = F i. These two conditions clearly determine 
a unique family (Xi; i e I) of maps from D to D^, with the
property that X.i; = a. To see that the operational
conditions of 1.6.3 are satisfied by this X requires an induction 
argument which we omit.
With this information about free devices in Sets we can now 
discuss, using §2.4, the algebras of small devices in Sets.
3„205 THEOREM Let V be a device with a small family of
objects in Sets0 Then there is a conventional variety of algebras
V such that the forgetful functor U : Cat(V) -* Sets is
Vstrictly isomorphic to U . Further, the forgetful functor of any
Vconventional variety is strictly isomorphic to U for some such device
P.
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PROOF Consider small device V. Make an inessential enlargement 
o f  V using 2.1.16 and 1 , 3 , 2  so that satisfies the
conditions for X described in 2.2.24. Then there is a device 
morphism A. : V* -*■ from the free device V* on ft = (D^i^; i^ e 1^) , 
and each Ai. (i el.) is a surjection. Now, by 1.504 andi l l  q
V* 11.5.5 there is a device in Sets with n 2 =  ^ an<^  U
V* ^2 ^3is strictly isomorphic to U ,U By 2.4.1 the functor U
h
is a full embedding, and so U is strictlv isomorphic to
V*, ^3 V *U I w h e r e  is the image of U . Now U is
strictly isomorphic to U : ft-Alg -*■ Sets for some ft and we have
seen in 204.6 that such categories A^ consist of all algebras in
P*
A satisfying certain "laws". These "laws" are not quite the 
conventional laws described in §0.8, but it is easy to see that 
the difference is immaterial.
In the other direction consider a variety V defined in terms 
of operations ft and laws A. Let I be a set including the 
arities of the operations in ft, the lengths of the laws in A, 
and satisfying the conditions on X described in 2.2„24. Then
ft may be regarded as a family ft = (fti; i e I) where w e fti if 
auo = i. Form the free device V* on ft in Dev (Sets. I).
Let D be the quotient device of V* determined by laws A.
hThen clearly U is strictly isomorphic to U : Cat(V) -> Sets.
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Notice that different "presentations" of a device in terms of 
a free device and laws yield different interpretations of the 
algebras. Our theorem is inadequate in that it does not show
that all presentations yield interpretations»
Almost all the results in this thesis concern small devices. 
However the next two results are devoted to showing that 
any device in Sets is equivalent to a triple,
3,2,6 THEOREM Suppose BS(2) and BS(3) hold for X and
A, and let V be a device with object family X, Suppose 
further that 1^ ^  I and there is a family X^ of objects in 
A indexed by I such that to each i z 1^ there is an i z I 
and a split epimorphism Xi -* Xi^, Then there is a device 
on X^ such that I is equivalent to V.
PROOF For each i^ in 1^ define n^i^ : X^i^ D^i^ as follows” 
Choose a pair of maps a : Xi -* X^i^ and ß : X^i^ ■> Xi with 
aß =1» If i, z I take a and ß to be 1, Let ni» ßnlil vi V  vfactor as X^i^---- > F i^---*■ F i where ni.ß generates
V1 VD^ß : F i ^  F i. When i^ z I take D^ß to be 1» Define
VV V 1Af by A^Ci^ji^) = A (F i,F i^.D^ß. We want to show that V^ 
so defined is a device. Clearly then |I = V and we can apply 
Theorem 1,3,4 to obtain the desired result. The closure property
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is immediate» Consider y : Xi^ D^ i^ «, Let 4> be the map
VV V 1
A (F i,F i^) such that <j).ni = pa» Then < f > »n-^ i^  = 4>.ni°3 = 
paß = p„ The uniqueness part of the universality condition follows
hfrom 2»lol2 and the fact n if generates F i^.
V3»2o7 THEOREM Let V be a device in Sets«, Then U is
tripleable»
PROOF If the cardinalities of the objects in X are bounded, 
then by 1»304 we can omit all but a small set of objects from 
X and still retain an equivalent device«, But then by 2,1016
Vthe functor U has a left adjoint»
If the cardinalities are unbounded then to each small set 
S ^ 0 there is a split epimorphism Xi ->■ S for some i e I, and 
hence by 302»6 V can be enlarged inessentially to include all 
except possibly the empty set«, Further it is possible to show
V Vby a special argument that if 0 F 1 generates (B,^) -»-FI
Vthen (0 -> B j CBj'O) is a universal arrow to U .
The final result of this thesis is a theorem identifying 
small devices in Sets with the clones of Philip Hall; a result 
presumably known by Hall when he defined clones«,
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3o208 THEOREM Let I be any set such that I and Sets 
satisfy the conditions imposed on X and A in Theorem 3d.4. 
Then : Dev(Sets,1) Sets  ^ is strictly isomorphic to
1 Ü  *  Sets'1' where £1 is the category of abstract 1-clones«,
PROOF By Theorem 301„4 the functor is strictly isomorphic
to VU where V = (c, A’) is a device on J = I^8 The nature
of Cj : j -* Dj is described in Theorem 33204e Each Dj arises
from a device Dj = (nj,Aj) with object set I0 In order to
interpret the algebras of V we will present D as the quotient
of a free device V* = (n*,A*) as follows. Let ft = (ftj(i);
i e I, j e J) be defined by: (1) if ji = 0 for all i e I
then ftj (i) = i; (2) if ji is trivial except when i = i^,i
where i^ ^ i^, ji^ = i-^ 4- 0 and ji^ = i^ then ftj (i^ ) =
{oo} (a special symbol) and ftj (i) = 0 for all i ^ i^ ;
(3) if ji is trivial except when i = i^ and ji-^  = i^ + i^ (a
specified model of the coproduct), then ftj (i^ ) = {oo) and
ftj(i) = 0 if i ^ i^; (4) in all other cases ftj (i) = 0
for all i c I. The operations in cases (2) and (3)
are very similar«, For this reason from now on we omit mention of
case (3)0 It will always be easy to put in extra details to
include this case» Let V* =  (n*,A*) be the free device.
I IWith family of objects I in Sets generated by £* : ft D*s
Define the map a : ft -* D by (1) if ji = 0 for all i then
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(i) = i and aj (i) = nj(i); (2) if ji][ = ±1> ji2 = ^   ^0 
and elsewhere j is trivial, then (ip = {o)} and 
aj (i2) : u) (cj (i ) (k)) [Cj (i ) ], where k is a selected
element in i^u Then consider the device morphism 
X : V * -+ V defined by A„C* = a. Using the nature of a and 
the fact that X 0r\ = C one can show by an induction argument that 
each Xj (i) is surjective0 Hence we may apply Theorem 20 40 6 
to interpret P-algebras as P*-algebras satisfying certain laws„
The laws A are all the pairs of elements of D*j(i) for
all i e I, j e J which have a common image under Aj (i) . As
we discussed in §204, if 3-s a law, w^ere z D*j(i) ,
and 6 e A*(j,jp then (6i (tp , 6i (tp ) is also a law, It is 
clear that any P*-algebra satisfying law (t^,t2) must also 
satisfy (6i(t ),6i(t2))« Now consider the set of laws
defined as follows. (1) If m e  ftj (ip , ji2 = i^ , k is the
selected element of i^ described earlier, y : i^ -+ i^ is the 
constant function with value k, then (m[ri*j ] ,co[v]) e where
v9i1 = n*j(ix)»U and ul2 = n*j(i2). (2) Suppose
03 £ (i2) and jl2 ! i—1
•HII Let jQ e J be the map with V -0
for all i £ I, and Ul : h - h bea constant map whose image
is k^G Let 6q be the single map in A*(jQ,j)« Then
(co[y ] ,n*j (i2) (k1))eA1 where yi1 = 6Q.i;*j Q(ip and
yi2 = n*j (ip » (3) Suppose m belongs to fij^ Ci^ ), fij2(i^ )
and  ^j 3 (i 2) wdere 3]_a3 = al* 32^3 = d2 and ^ 2 = d1• Let
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j ’ : I I be the map which has j'i = i^, j’i^ = i and
iTi„ = i, and which is trivial elsewhere. For each s e i .3 2 1
let ag : i^ -+ i^ be the constant map with image s. Let
3g : j 2 D* j ’ be the map defined by ß^i^ = n*j ’ (ißi0^  anc^
ß^i^ = n*j * (i^ ) . Let y : j ^ -> D*j ’ be the map defined by
yi^(s) = co[3 ]» yi^ = n*j * (i-^ ) • Finally let y : -* D*j ’ be the
map defined by yi^ = n*j’(iß) and yi^ is the constant map with
image w[v] where v : jß -* D*j ’ has vi^ = n*j'(i^ ) and
vi^ = n^j’Ciß)* Then (oo [y] ,o) [y ]) belongs to A^.
It is not hard to prove that £  A„ Further the set of 
P*-algebras which satisfy the laws in A^ may be interpreted via 
Theorem 3„203 as the set of all abstract I-clones0 Thus only one 
thing remains to be proved; namely that any D*-algebra which 
satisfies A^ must satisfy A. To see this consider the set 
A^ of laws satisfied by all P*-algebras which satisfy A^a 
Consider further the family of sets N = (Nj(i); i e I, j e J), 
with Nj (i) £ D*j(i), defined by (1) ji£Nj(i); (2) if 
y^ : ji-2 D*j^(iß) anc* t*ie m^a§e °f h is contained in Nj^(i^), 
and if y^ : ji-^  -»■ D*j^(i^) is a constant map which factors through 
D*^l(il) * anc*- furt^er Ü  w e (1 2 ) and ji^ = i^, then 
oo[y] e Nj^(i^) where y : j -* D*j^ is defined by yi^ = y^, 
yi2  = y2 » and (3) if e J is defined by j^i = 0 for all 
i e I, 6q is the single map in A*(jq ,j), and k e I, then 
6q o4*jo(i)(k) is in Nj(i). Now the following two facts can be
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proved by induction: (1) to every w e D>,fj (i) there is a 
w ’ e Nj(i) such that (w,w') £ ; (2) if (w^,w^) £ A and
Wj,w^ £ Nj(i), then = w^. These facts are sufficient 
to prove that A^ ^ A.
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